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" My favori te thing
to do Jl Subiaco is to
work in lhe Bunkerstube with my
friends."
Chrislopher Rehm

"Subiaco is almost
home."
Ben Harrison

"The most important
thing I've learned al
Subiaco is to listen to
older people."
Danny Adams

" I enjoyed the dorm
li fe most in Subiaco.
It's fun chi lling and
watching movies."
Mich.iel Hickey

" I've lea med that you
have to follow the
flow. That's the only
way you can survive
th rough three and a
half ye.afS al Subi.
Bum Park

"The most important
thing I've learned here
istobe honest."
Simon Cortez

1. Hy un Park, a two-year senior from Korea, discards a heavy load of books by visiting his locker at noon.
2. As a proctor in Heard Hall, Brad Oglevie spends his study hall guarding the halls and keeping freshmen out
of trouble 3. After a gruesome car crash, Andrew Reeves will be the first to tell you to always wear your seat
belt. 4. Teacher Jason Pohlmeier teaches a trio of seniors a thing or two about the Gospel. S. For the homecoming skit, Nathan Willems makes a grand appearance as a Clarksville Panther. 6. Well, some things are better left
unsaid. 7. Ricky Tang was a featured guitarist at several jazz band performances.
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u1 wasn't paying attention at a curve al 75
mph and went off ro.1d
and jerked it b.1ck on
lo the road and nearly
rolled the lrud<."

"Chasing my sister
around the house
with a lighter and a
hairspr.1y bottle and
shooting it at her."
-And) Thompson

" I took Mrs. Fo<s
English class."
-Willie Johnson

I
"I ramped a tnack over
a street and landed on
my two front wheels."
-Matthew Miller

. Mkhael O'Brien's Sacra ments of the Holy Spi,
ang and Harrison Kim switch books during lun
d Joseph Post get hap py fo r the cam era. 5. Hunt
sed a pig at the Pig Roast.

"Driving on the
road with no driving
license."

-James Um

ul rode to

Fort Smith

with Mr.Feist."
-Jared Cates

" ... we h,n·e more
n-sponsibi lity and J
dassundc.rus."
Freddy Jones

.I ain'la freshm.in."
Scott Morton

" ... Weare above
the freshmen, but
thedassesarealot
harder."
Reagan Ryu
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" ...Seniority is a greilt
thing. and the lunch
lineisalotshorter."
Cole Robertson

" .. .Igel to cul the
freshman in line for
lunch."
McKenzie Wright

" . .. II isn't anything
different, except we
only have three years
lefL "
SamGulutzo
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"Being so far away
from my fami ly and not
having their support
has been difficult but
has taught me how to
function on my own.
II has been a great
experience albeit a challenge."
-Brendon Darby

"Subiaco has been one
of the biggest experiences in my life. At
Subiaco, I was away
from home, I had the
challenge of playing
football for the 6rst
time, and I got to know
my faith better. Subiaco
is a challenge, but it
is one of th e greatesl
things that could have
happened to my life."
- Tommy Higson

" I came to Subiaco for
iln adventure so I could
follow in my father's
footsteps. I think
Subiaco is an eKperi•
ence I wilh to take."
•Dominic
Mangione

"S ubiaco has been an
adventure for me. I
have enjoyed my lime
at Subiaco. It has been
a little tough adjusting
to school, the people
and the teachers, b ut it
has been fun. I hope lo
keep enjoying Subi.
-Daniel White

.. Subiaco has been a chal•
lenge for me. I have been
going to boarding schools
since the 6th grade. I
st.:arted out in various cities
in Missouri until lhe end
of my 8th grade year. Then
I came to Subiaco. This last
year of my life has been
tough and it's hard coming
to a new school but I'm
doing well and I'm proud
of myself."
• Catha! Gilmore

1. In-room study time - just how effective is it for freshmen? 2. Kenneth Epping loves to read novels with
medieval settings and tales of great adventure. 3. One of the challenges at the beginning of the year is to
learn the fight song and cheers. 4. The unlucky Michael Kasbarian had to spend his first months at Subiaco
confined to crutches 5. othing beats a good book, though. Austin Davis reads a novel from the freshman
required reading list. 6. Chris Trachier, the younger brother of Marcus Trachier, returns from the gym, happy
to be able to finally relax. 7. There are lots of spots for studying, even the lobby of Heard Hall.

" I feel that this school
has been a challenge for
me. Al the beginning
ii was hard lo com•
munil-ate wilh friends
but now I can talk a lot
better. Subiaco lakes
some getting use lo but
it's pretty cool. It's not
like home, but it is nice
to be in a new place."
• Diego Trevino
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ADAMS
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dannyad ams

I would ljke to thank all the faculty, coaches, deans, and monks at this smool who
made Subia really great place to live and lea rn. Thanks to my class mates who are the
best group of guys you cou ld ever meet. Mos t of all, thanks to Mom, Dad, Grandma,
and Grandpa. You r sacrifices and unselfishness made it possible for me to come here
and turn my life around.
Love, Danny

-
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CORTEZ

AH
sung eeahn
-

TI1is is the end of the Odyssey. It has been a wonderful time with you guys. I would
li ke to thank those people who showed me love. Without you guys, I would never
have overcome hardships and myself. I wil l be sure to keep a space in my mind for
Subiaco and the class of '07. Whatever you do with your life in the future, I pray that
you will come to the pinnacle of success. I would like to thank my parents for their
hard work and devotion to me. I wi ll never pay you back all that I owe. Joe, I will buy
you some Pantene! Love you all and I sure will miss you .
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ALBERTSw,gK~Ah"
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First, I would like to give an honor to Cod because without him none of this would
be possible. I wou ld like to thank my parents for always encouraging me to be better
and for a lways being there for me. 1would like to thank my fami ly for always havinµ
my back. I want to give a shout ou t to the whole crew and the rest of the class of '07,
and my friends back home. I would like to thank ail the teacl1ers and staff whom I
have had in the past for all the help through the years.
Cod Bless,
Alan Albert

n·

ARBOGAST . . . .
josepharbogast
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I want to thank my parents for sending me to Subi and giving me more opportunities than those sti ll in Taiwan. I want to thank all the teachers who work at Subi for
making me feel more comfortable each yea r and fo r anything else that they did. They
taught me what it means to be a Trojan. 1 really do not know w hat else to say to them
other than "Thank you."
Finally I want to say thanks to Class of '07. Thank you for being my classmates, growing up wi th me, and giving me sum great memories. We will always be the Trojans
of '07.

r

I have had lots of memories m my life but the best memory that w ill stick with me for
the rest of my life wi ll be the four yea rs that I attended Subiaco. There we re times that
l fe lt that I wanted to give up but I didn' t. 1 Ustened to my friends and family and they
helped me out a lot. I' m going to miss everything about this place. From the long hours
of study ha ll to the sleeping in the rec room. I would like to thank the teachers for ail
they have done for me and the coaches for making me tougher, my friends for all the
laughs we shared together and my family for ail the support they have given me.

Slffi(

'1COrtez

Senior yea r has been the best year here at Subiaco. During all my year at Subi I have
made friends that I w ill never forget. I would like to thank my parents because they
Sluck with me in my hard times and supported me every yea r and also gave me the
chance to come to this school. I wou ld like to thank a ll the third floor deans and the
teachers for making my senior year a yea r to remember and the Lord for helping me
up when I was down. I would also like to thank all my friends from the '07 class for
their help and I wish the best for all of them.
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First, tha nks to Dad and Jason for being sum great role models for me and setting the
example of coming toSubi. Thanks also to Mom, Emily,Abby, Molly, Kristen, and Kerbs
for always supporting me and genuinely caring for me. Thank you monks, teacher ,
and coaches of Subi. I'm so glad I've been able to build a special relationship with all
of you. Thanks especia lly to Coach Tencleve for all you've done lo help me learn and
grow. Thanks Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Goetz for listening to us complain everyday at T.A.
Hanging out with you two has been the hjghlight of eam day for u . Finally to the
guys of '07. There isn' t enough room to mention all of you that I've come to love over
these four years. I wou ldn't trade my days at Subi for anythfog.

Gaskell
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These last four years have been the best of my life and the fastest. I have grown and
~a tu red in my beliefs and now have a greater love for diversity. I attribute that to my
eachers and this great school. So many great people have influenced me whi le a t Subi,
a nd I have made some awesome friends. Henry, Sea n, and Yen, do not be too cra zy. Joe,
~ave some Uves a a doctor. Jeff and Ricky, stay fl y. Moreover, Mike (Mim-a-el), have
un 111 the Ohio and do not eat too many buckeyes. It has been great, guys. Thanks.
Chris Gattis
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1 would like to U1ank my parents for giving me the opportwuty to go to Subi l:iecause
w ithout them I would not have had this experience. Thanks to all the teachers for
helping me every time I needed it and to all my friends for the fun times. Thank God
for helping me every time Tasked for his help. Finally, I made it! It has been the best
experience in my life. I can still remember U,e first day l was here. It was so fast and
I thought it was going to be forever. I will never forget the good times I had here at
Subi. CONGRATULATIONS EVERYONE!

It has been a long 4 years at Subi. Joe and I have made many memories. Thave also
made many friends and spent a lot of time in detention.
Holden Glass
(AKA. Beowu lf) '07

Fernando Jimenez
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Wow! I get to w rite something in the yea rbook! This is so cool' I have no idea w hy I
haven't done this before! Oh, hold on. Now I'm just wasting space. Ok. Be serious,
now. r am very thankful that I have been able to receive an educa tion from here, and I
would also like to thank all of the people who have helped me along the way. 1 would
like to encourage the underclass men to make the most of thjs place wh ile they are here.
J w ill miss Subiaco. The element of Subiaco that I w ill miss the most is the people who
live and work here. You are trul y a pprecia ted.

First of all, I thank my parents for raising rne. They always supported and cheered me
by sending e-mail and calling. l hope to meet them again in Korea and to be a better
son. I had a good time with lots of fellows including my brother, Sam Yoon, Hyun
Park, Sung-Kee Ahn, Bum Park and so on. Fernando-, my last year 's roommate, it wa
very nice to meet you! Learn more Korean!! Twill not forget our 'Plan B.' Sometimes
I had a hard time in this place, but 1 also had a good day. All times wluch I spent in

jinwonkim

HARRISON

benjaminharrison

I've made a lot of good friend s and memories here. First, l'd like to thank my parents
for sending m e here. Thank you Br. Joe, Br. Isaac, Mr. Wright, Mrs. Hart, Fr. Hugh, Fr.
Timothy, Mr. King, and Mr. O'Brien for being great teachers and deans. It was great
to be with the class of 2007. I hope that I'll see yo u guys aga in some time.
Benjamin Harrison

.
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Scob;am •: :"' mem0<;e, l will not forget my memen:do: : ~ : ;
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my friend s and I made SAYS, a science club. It was so cool. I want to say "Thank You"
~o my parents who always think of and believe in me. Also, thank you for people who
elped me to li ve in Subiaco, especial ly JJ, who was my roommate, Andrew Yuk and
Sam Yoon. Moreover, I appreciate the teachers who had difficulties teaching me. I hope
all stud ents of class of '07 become top. I believe every student remai ning in Subiaco
wil l be better than yesterda y. I was happy to live as a Trojan. This year is the best year
because I an, w ith my friend and brother. Be a gentleman. God bless Subiaco!

O

Jinwon Kim (JPD)
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michaelhickey

The four yea rs I have been at Subiaco have gone by so fast. I would like thank 1n)'
friend s, Brad, Ben, BJ and Erne who made my yea rs at Subiaco even more enjoyable.
To my teachers who helped educate me and push me to my limit. I would like to than.I<
my deans Mr. O' Brien and Br. Isaac who made Subiaco easier. I would like to thank
Mom, Dad and brothers who helped me through my years at Subiaco. One thing I
lea rned at Subi is not to give up-

J

MANESS
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I would li ke to thank my parents, because without them I would not have made it
through. They were always there to help w ith homework, to keep my room clean and
to feed theanin,als. I would like to thank my brother Riki w ho told me to stay in school
and finish w hat I had started when I really wanted to leave. I would like to thank my
friends for keeping school interesting. Thank .
Sean Maness
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Finally, I am a senior. I thought I would never be able to become senior because of me
bemg troublemaker most of time. However, I made it. I did itby myself! So I first have
to thank my parents who have been patient with me. You have had faith in me all the
time. The last three and half years at Subi went by a blink of an eye. lt's kind of sad
thmg that all my crews U-baby, Aldo, Ross) graduated and left me behind but J can
say that I kept it real for y'all. I do not think I have enough space in here to mention
all people whom I need to thank. I do say now that I am looking back at the time that
1 spent at Subi and am now taking off with Subi pride. Best of luck to all and follow
the flow. Congrats '07.

My Sm• a<Sob;ac, """"'""' ,, memo,a6'e~p•ri o=a,,d lff• l=g
had the pleasure (or displeasure at times) of knowing some of those teachers who are
no longer here such as Mr. Mcafree, Br.Jeremy, Mr. King, Mr. Spillers, Mr. Schu lte, Mrs.
Tendero, Coach Smith, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Aznar, Mrs. Lynch and Mr. Pickartz. All of
these have touched my life in small or great ways and I hope they know that they are
remembered. Class of '07, we have lost members along the way but those of us who
have made it here are some of the best Subiaco has ever seen. I will miss all of you in

<h• yeas m hl y;;;~~:••, ::"::~
mme aod
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I have loved Subiaco since l first visited during Discovery Weekend . I first want to
thank my mother for forcing me to go to this school; I cannot imagine my life without
Subi. To Alex, Kevin, Kyle, and Drew: thanks so much. You guy and all my other
classmates have been great companions during these four years. I a lso want to thank
all my teachers. You gave me enough information to go on to college with confidence
and readiness. TI1ank you so much for pouring your hearts out for us so we may succeed. To the freshmen, respect your superiors or you will never get respected. To the

, •-be="'"•

lead <h;, s=< place well

OGLEVIE
bradogTevie

I would like to thank all of my friends, faculty, coaches, and the clergy at Subiaco who
have had an impact on my life. You know who you are! To the RA and O'Brien crew,
this was an awesome sen ior yea r. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Grandparen ts for everythi ng
and to my extended fam ily, the Blets, for all of your support. Fr. Jack, Fr.Tom, Fr. Ralph,
and Sr. Mary Hope: thanks for all your support, guidance and prayers. Mr. King and
Br. Isaac, I wish you were here this year. Subiaco has been one of the best things that
has ever happened to me and I would like to thank everyone who has added in any

rt"
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Veritus Lux Mea
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The years here at Subi have been great, the good times will always be remembered,
a nd the not so good times have already been forgotten. I will remember every weekend I spent chillin' with my crew. From Clarksville to Conway, we had all the streets
covered. Alex, if you keep mixing Dr. Pepper and Mountain Dew you might be able
to make a good job out of it, unless of course it makes Paul sick. Paul, when you go
to college just remember to try not to get addicted to mint. Kevin, I do not care where
you live or what you do, but I can promise that you will have another green dog
before you die. German, you better come back to America and not stay in Germany
eating schnitzel.

~ :· ... ::::: :::::
<o • : ~

hyun park

First, I would Like to thank my parents for supporting me to attend Subiaco Academ)Since I came here, I have met many friends. Especially Bum Park, Sam Yoon, And)
Kim,JinwonKim,Joon Park, and Sung Kee Ahn. I am so lucky to have met you guysI hope to keep this relationship after graduation. I hope to keep connection with others
as well. Thanks to all Subiaco teachers, staff, and deans for taking care of me for two
years. I am not going to forget anything about Subiaco, and I will keep memories of
Subiaco in my mind-

REHM
L 1 srehm
----------------- --------Well, guys, it has been four long years. lt has been fun though and I am glad that I have
had you guys to share them with. I hope you all pursue your dreams and succeed in
them (except athan, because I do not want to be blown up). It seems that for most
of us, it is fine for us to part, but hopefully our paths will cross later in life. Don! Keep
playing your bass. Jared! Try not to drown in your kayak. Nathan! Try for world peace
instead of global destruction. Good luck to all and stay safe.
Chri Rehm

SAYRE

henry sayre

I

I have only been at Subiaco for three years, but in that time I have made some of the
best friends I have ever had.lam appreciative of friends like Sean and Yen and faculty
members sud, as Ms. Freerksen and Fr. Brendon for making my stay here a whole lot
more enjoyable than it would have been. Subiaco has been pretty good but probably
not as good as it cou ld have been. I guess that is all I really have to ay.

t

Henry

SCHT,UTERMAN
alexscfiluterman

First off, l want to say that Subiaco has been the greatest thing to happen to me. Over
the years I've learned a lot about how I should live my life and Subiaco has changed
me drasticaJJy. I want to thank all those people who helped me through this period of
my li fe. Of course, I must first thank my fami ly. Without them I never would've had
the determination to make it as far as I have. I also want to thank my best friends:
Sarah, Kevin and Kyle, Paul, and Reeves for the awesome memories we have made
together. I'll never forget you guys. But I guess all good things must come to an end.
Thank you for this great opportunity.

.

SCHLUTERMA N
qu ntonsduuterman

First l want to thank my mom and dad for allowing me and supporting my decision
to go to school here. I want to thank my brother for being there for me and helping me
th rough
my first year. I want to thank my day dogs Doug, Jordan, Jo h and Holden
for always being there and helping me through the year . I want to thank Danny,
Alan and Joe for being there. I want to thank Mike, Jeff, Reggie, Danny and BJ for
helping me through the years. Nathan! Hold it down, after next year there will not be
very many day dogs. Four-year seniors, We have made it throu h, we are free. Coach
Tenclcve, thanks for always being there for me. You have taught me a lot. I am proud
tobea TROJA

j

t

jarea scli.futerman

Over the past fo ur years, a lot has happened to the class of "007". People have shaved
an eyebrow UJ) and dressed up as an Indian (Michael Gaskell). Through it all, we have
remained strong and united. Through hardships and fun times our spirits have been
up. The memories that we have made these last four years will last us a lifetime. Just
a few years left until we are out of sd1ool for good. Juniors, have fun. Next year you
will have no time to relax. I would also like to mention the teachers for their support
over our four years. Thank you.

11

k tang

THOMAS

dougschiuterma.n

SCHTIJTERMAN

Quinton

TANG

Great Ttme! Even though I have been here for only two years, I feel that I am part of
the Trojan family. I want to thank all the faculty for being there for me and helping
me out. Thank you, Mr. Goetz, for accepting me as a beginner to such a wonderful
program. You are so patient and made me enjoy music. I also want to thank the Class
of '07 - Jeff, Mike, Danny, Alan, Joe, Joe, Simon, Sung Kee and a lot more - for being
friends with me. Let's tay in touch. Above all, I appreciate my American high school
life. All right! Keep it real and give me a call when you come to China.

SCHT,UTERMAN
Fir t I want to thank Mom, Dad, and Neal for talking me into going to Subi. Next I
want to thank Coach Berry for some of the good times we have had together, and
Coad, Kent for being a grea t coach and a good guy to hang arn und with. Joe, Danny,
Holden! ya' II made it fun in class where there was never a dul l moment. Quinton!
Thanks for being there to help with everything and good luck to Jordan and Dunham
next year. I bet it will be a blast.

11i

jt>ttthomas

t

Sub; has changed my life in an amazing way. I did not think a place like this could
fut perspective on my life. I would like to thank my Dad. He is the reason that I am
1
erc tn Subiaco. I thank my mom for always being there for me and telling me that
1
hcould make it. I thank my sister for being my sister. When I look at my Subi years,
~ e mo t fun 1 have had was when I was in Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Goetz's cla sroom . I
to thank Coad1 Tencleve. He taught me to never give up during adversity. And
1 ave
th
ank his son Coach T for letting u chill in his room on boring weekends. Finally
my classmates, I have come to you sc every one of you as my brother. Goodbye and

t

gAood
s luck DUECES!!!
Jeff Thomas

TH M

josq~thomas

It is amazmg how fast three years can pass you by. I could easily tell you that as of
right now, these years have been the best of my life. I would like to thank 111)' family for
sending me and supporting me through all the hard times. I would also like to thank
all my friends Mike G, El Jeff AMA, Joe A, Simon, BJ, Danny, LiQi Ricky Tang, Chris
Gattis and all the others I did not mention. I would also like to thank all my tearners
for filling my mind with wonderful knowledge. I would also like to thank Mrs. Hart
and Mrs. Goetz for their patience with our discussions during TA.

J• .lf!~J!,

t

YOON

yoon

t

It has been great at Subiaco. It was a fun and peacful time /or me. There are so many
people that I want to thank. First, I would like to thank my parents for giving me an
~pportunity to study at Subi. Second, I would like lo thank all of the tead1ers. You are
~ 1e best tead1ers I have ever had. Third, I would like to thank my friends, especia lly
ung-Kee, Bum, Hyun, Andy and all the rest. I loved spending time with you guys.
I will never forget you .
Sammy

Fou r years at Subi. TI1ey have all been long, arduous and fun. I think the best way to
describe my time here would be in the words of Dr. Ian Malcolm from Jurassic Park:
The Lost World, "That's the way it always starts. It's always "ooh" and then "aah,"
and then there is running and screaming." l guess the one thing I tru ly love is that
over four years, nobody figured out that if you gave me free rein, I am going to do
something that no one else would think of. I have always looked at life with a different perspective, and I hope some of you will someday, too. Good luck to you all and

~ WEWERS"''" w:::::

n

fuo

ZAGURSKI

kev inwewers

I h zagursKi

As my fourth year at Subiaco comes to a do e l wou ld like to thank some people for
helping me. First I wou ld like to thank God for all the blessings he has bestowed upon
me. Next, I would like to thank my family: mom, dad and Kyle. Thanks for helping
me through the hard times. I wo uld also like to thank my friends Alex, Paul, Drew and
Jared. You guys are every thing a friend could ask for. Lastly, I wou ld like to thank my
class. Thank you guys for making this the bestyearever. Good luck to you guys as you
continue in your lives and go on to college. Keep it real, Class of '07. It has been fun.

t °";"

Wewm(A.K.A TI,e " K" 1>,;")

WEWERS
kylewewers

It has been a great four years atSubi. First, l want to thank God for helping me through

these four years and letting me have such a wonderful experience. Next, I would like
to thank my family for all the support that they have given me; I could not have made
it without you. Next, I would li ke to thank all the coaches and teachers who have
taught me for the la t four years. Thanks for teaching me and helping me whenever
I needed it. Jerry, Sue, Phillip, It has been the best three summers of my life! Kevin,
Jared, Alex, Paul and last but nut lea t, Drew, Good Luck! o one could ever ask for
better friends than you. You guys made Subi great the last four years. Keep in touch!
Good luck class of '07.
Kyle Wewers(A.K.A Lil We)#56

;

WILLEMS

nathanwillems

I wou ld like to say goodbye to all my friends. Lt has been an eventfu l four years and
J hope that you guys remember me because God knows you will never find another

guy as weird as me. I wish you good luck in life and hope to see you all down the
road. I look forward to seei ng what we do and become. I wilJ ti ll be the weird old Jl
that I am now. Try not to change too much in college and l hope that we can all gel
back together in a few years so we can talk about how weird I am once again.

JJ

So here it is the eve of my departure. Many thoughts cross my head. The first and
fore most is thanking God my Mom and Pop for this great opportunity. Second is to the
teachers and staff of Subiaco most of all Mr. Constantino, Fr. Brendan and Mrs. Rush
for helping me to be here, and last but not least my friends. TI1e moments of my four
years flash before my eyes. ot many words can express the things I have done; the
good and the bad, the feeling of accomplishment and those of completion. These lour
years have been something of a dream I lived in a castle with 160 gradually changing
people. My experience is just small part of what Subiaco has accomplished.
Thank you God for a place called Subiaco.

I. Somt:'timL'S one just isn't l!nough. Br. Jne
1-i\!ath c.1 lb. upon Coad, Kenneth Stc:,,al l to
he lp him lt:".1ch ,l little htslOI).

-

2. \.1r-. I 11.·rmin.:i Fox and
Mr... Di,mne H,1rt show oft
their Wt.~tcm heritag~.

3. Just because he j., he,1dm,1-.tt.•r do,.~n·t me.in th.it he
ha., to l~ ""-'rinu!- .1l1 the time. \Ir. \ li l,.l' Berl) ha-. h.t..,
mcim<.•nL-.. lno.

lllilEI
" My greatest
me mory is rid ing
my 1952 Pan head
motorcycle fro m
here to La s Vega s."
-Mr. Gary
Kinney

"My grea test adventu re was learning to
fl y an airplane and
obtai ni ng my pilol"'s
li cense."
-B ill Wright

"A trip to Kingston, Jamaica, to
be a summer camp
nurse."
-Mrs.Del
Berry

" My greates t
adventu re was
my trip to the
Worl d Youth Day
in To ron to. I was
three feel fro m

" I spent
a number of years blowing off coll ege classes, but
I finall y decided to take
school seriou sly and to
pay my own way through.
After tha t, I fi nished every
semester on the Dean's
Li st. I fi nally grew up and
became a man .''
-Greg Timmerman

"My greatest adventure was camp ing
on the Rio Grande."
-Mrs. Shirl ey
Kiefer

"My grea test adventu re
was a three-day hike
down the canyon of
the Roaring River in
the Maya Mountains of
Belize. This was through
unkown jungle, wi th no
existi ng trail at al l."
-Fr. Mark Stengel
" Being a fi rst-t ime
mom has been
incredib le. Ba lancing between a career
and family wom an is
where th e chall enge
comes in."
Mrs. M iche ll e Chuang

4. Th,.. d e.ins arc always o n duty, Mr. Brent Th.iyt.•r and Mr
Kyle Ko rd.,;,meier leamed \!arly the stance (if a Jean on dut\
as tht:'y supt.•rvi~d as senior.; taught U1t:' 1ww studenb U1t.•
bil~kPtb.111 ,md foo ti:.-all cheers.

5. Mr. Ga n Kinney lau~h., and
\1~. C h,1ndra Ru-.h grimat:t.~
whil,.. th,_. -.tudt.>nb c.1rry ou t
<.emc rid iculous antic,.

c. Fr. Bren1.·bn Miller i.!:.- too cool for
-.chool, but he 1~ here ann.,·.1.,
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"Subi" is an ail-boys
college preparatory
school interested
in providing the leaders of
tomorrow an exquisite education that a public school
simply cannot
provide."
-DiscovenJ Weekend
participant's observation
The service and the food were

(>If

roe

AsSWf ,Ll

good.

All around lie ADVENTURE & CHALLENGE.
Look around campus; everywhere life is happening.
Memories abound

Here at Subi we
have a lot of time
to make memories and the activities our
school provides gives us
ample opportunities."
-Joslt11a Stewart (10)
H: \I '\

I)

\Y 1 No problem -,vith an urnbrdli1

hnllw

n,e

for th ays were full m, cla~ lined up to ,·ote
ear Student Council representatives.

1. J\:ew international students Seo Jin Lee (11), Jae Joon Lee (10) and joon Hee Won
(10) joined Ale, Pan (9) and Paul Pape (ll)in learning new cheers.
2. Stephen Liuzza, a first yearman whose uncle attended Subiaco, misses his dog
back in I lot Springs. Stephen was a bit astonished with li\'ing with a bunch of
people in a dorm, but he was welcomed by the school and the RAs who made him
feel comfortable and at ease. Since he had met his roommate at a Discovery Weekend, the transit-ion to Subiaco \vas eased.
3. Joshua Darr (10) and Chris Trachicr (9) had a fun time as counselors at summer
camp. Many students first encountered the world of Subi.-tco by attending the
summer camp. These new students feel more familiar with the campus and less
distress at the beginning of the year.
4. Ryan Tiffin, \llichacl Kasbarian, and Jeremiah GiescJrnan enjoy the lecture in
Mr. Gary Kinney '::. biology class e,·en though it is in eighth period .
5. Joseph Hickey (9) misses girls ,ind good home cooking. From El Dorado, the
Hickey family has sent three sons to Subinco: Patrick grnduclted in 2004; Michael
in 2007, and now Joseph is building a life at Subiaco.

•

Rya n Tiff in(left top) from Benton mi
he said, makes him feel like he is li,·ing
,-A--,-,,.,.';; Sa k Lee (left bottom), a new junior fro
rainfall on a city street. Plaving guitar i
the one item that he FORGOT lo bring

The lunch line kills freshmen. It
doesn't matter \vhether thev run
to get to the line; upperclasSmen
still get to go first. Most fresh•
men, though, manage to enjo}
themsl!h·es while waiting.

Up: There are lots of traditions
for the new ~tudents; some
require time to learn. Others are
easier to !cam and more enjoy·
able. Marvin Da,.·is (IO) enjoy~
the traditional game of wall ball
in front of the \1ain Building.

It is tradition that new
students learn the
Subiaco alma mater and
cheers. Each year, one
evening is set aside for
leaders of the senior class
to teach these songs. All
gathered in Founder's
Court on the north side
of the PAC and together
they shouted and sang
and dedicated themselves
to the Trojan world. The
cheers and songs lea med
that evening were heard
during sports games, at
pep rallies, and during

•=mb'y oo fo~

5.:,k Lee (11) plays a soothing melody with his mysterious ocarina,
an instrument similar to a harmonica, to Nathan Willems (12) and
B,ad Boal (10).

Subiaco Academy offers three courses in computer application. Mr. Bi\\
Wright gives Paul Pape (IO), a student from Germany, advice on creating a
spre,1d sheet on Microsoft Excel program.

~e com~ute~ lab orfor!> students some qualitv ~~arc opportunitil-._ with access to GaleanJ~o
lit:a~a"t.~~- \'\ i\11e John~n (11), like man~ student..., occa~1onall~ u~-s the computer lab to rela,. \ \e'd
0
thml,.. that !'-Orne relaxation makes us more productt,·e -.tudcnb

Approximately 1/3 of the
student body has an iPod - at
least 11 day students and 46
boarders.

Approximately 2/3 of the
boarders have a computer;

that's at least 95 students.
And
top.

2/3

of them have a lap-

Approximately 1/2 of the
student body has a cell
phone- at least 85 students.
Most of the students claim to
use a cell phones less than an
hour each \veekend.

Cell phones? Who needs them?
For Charles Strickland (11), the
adage that "no news is good
news" seems to be true.
Tyler Carr (10) compares his
technological hardware \Vith
Fred Jones' (10) and Michael
Moore's (10).

Approximately 2/3 of the
student body has a video
game console. 50 students
have Play Station, 45 students have an X-Box, and
24 students have a Game
Cube.
Of the

34 international

students, over 27 use a
translator for classwork.
The classes that they find
them most usefu l in include
English, American history,
and biology.
A survey of all students was taken in September 2006.

Left: After the Friday pep r.1lly, day studcnb ruc;h to their cars to go
home. Seniors Ke\'in and Kyle \\!ewers and Joseph Kremer (1 I) meet at
Kyle's car, hoping and p lanning for a relaxing weekend.
Below: Sean \1aness (12) rides the motorcycle he recei\·ed ill the beginning of summer. After numcrom, accidents, he seems to ha\·e gotten the
hang of riding.

could go anywhere
and I would not have
to wait."
-Jared Schluterman
(' 07)

" It was nice to know

that I could now
driver legally."
-Alex Schlute rman
(' 07)

"The drivers license
test was the hardest
test I have ever taken .
Anywa y I got my
permit."
-Ho Jun Hwang ('08)

At Friday assc.mb lys, four students lead the s tudent body and staff
in the Alma Mater. Student Council executive president Don Goetz
was joined by senior Sean Maness, freshman Josh Darr and junior
Andrew Yuk.

Spot ?

.

I like to
study
during
TA.
-Peter
Hays

Mr.
Pohlmeier's room
watching
movies.
-Freddy
Jones

Outside
undera
tree near
Wardlaw.
-Kyle
Rudolph

Mrs.
Hart's
room.
-Michael
Gaskell

~b~ve: Subiaco Academy held its second annual "Roast in the Ridges"
by ~e.Saturday following homecoming. The students were "shipped"
Bunk,ai\ers to the ridges. Left: Students enjoy a relaxing time at the
wa erstube for a dinner of Simple Simon's pizza. 1l1e Bunkerstube
5 often Open on weekends.

In the
Rec
Room.
-Josh
Tenn

theactivitiesdirectorat
Subiaco. He plans fun
and interesting trips.
TI,eactivitiesadd to the
many memories accu•
mulated over a year.
He revi,·ed the Spring
Break ski trip, one of

his bigger projects for
the year.

1) Mr. Jose Aznar, a former teacher, enjoyed his time
in Spain with seniors Nathan Willems, B.J. Moore, Jeff
Thomas, Alan Albert, and Joe Thomas. The young men
attended a month-long Spanish emersion class.
2) The Myung Dongs trip in South Korea is the equivalent
to New York City with its many large buildings.
3) Junior Paul Pape and his family wave the German
flag in celebration of a win in the 2006 World Cup soccer
games.
4) Cathol Gilmore, a well-traveled man, finds adventure
in the short journey to his next class.
5) The countryside around the Grand Canyon was awe•
some.
6) Cooper White (10) journeyed to Jerusalem this summer
as art of a tour group with fr. Mark Stengel.

ther. Cole Robertson
and Jason Young (10)
to the lake, too. He
yers.

Left: Students get excited about

Tuesday's Egg Toss during
Spirit Week. The Egg Toss was

ALEX PAN (9)

a challenging test of acuracy and
hand-eye coord ination.

Below: FreshmenChrisTrachier
and Michael Fisher play Root
Beer Pong during the Teacher As·
sis ta nee activity for the Monday
of Spirit Week.

" lt's gangsta! The freshmen got
crunk on the upper classmen
aU the way."

JARED SCHLUTERMAN (12)
"Spirit Week was the best that
it has ever been. The studen ts
real Iy showed how much they
\verebehind the team by dressing up each day."

JOSHUA REEVES (11)
"Spirit Week is a grea t time to

show off your school spirit.
H's an easy way to show your
support and be able to not wea r
your uniform."

HOLDEN GLASS (12)
"I think thatallcl assessho 'i-ved
great participation throughout
the week and it was a blast.''

DAKOTA TURNER (12)
" I get a chance to dress funny
and not get in trouble."

Above: Cheryl Goetz (left) and
Dianne Ha;t (right) are the
school's sponsors for Student
Council. They helped organize
the act i\·ities and events for
Spirit Wee.I-..
Left: Senio~ Holden Glass, Doug
Schlu terman, Alex Schluterman,
nnd B.J. Moore choose posters for
homccoming. lfthecrowdbooed
the poster, one of the seniors
ripped ii in half.

1. Outings to the lnkc provide a time away from the campus for m,1ny !>tudents. Ethan Ruscwald (
Emils Rigano (IO) and Joshua Stewart {10) relax after a trip on the tubes.

I

2. Jason Young (10) sets up Ian Mckee (10) while Dustin Bergeron (10) watches duri.ng Wall B.111. f
many, \Vall Ball is a fun way to pass time.

ReaganRyu(l0) isshown
how todoshcetsbydenn Mr.

Michael O'Brien. Reagan
worked off one of his gigs
by doing laundry.
4. Chance Kidd (9) p lays
,·ideo games on an Xbox
360 as Jonathan Rhodes (9)
watcheson. Videogamesarc
a popul.irway to spend time
after study hall.

"Study Hall lasts too long
because I finjsh my homework early and have nothing todo. "
-Chris Trachier
Freshman

"Study Hall is a grea topporturu ty to do my homework
and study, which helps me
keep my grades up and off
library study hall."
-Tommy Higson
Freshman

"Study Hall should be for
the students below the Faculty List, not on it. Faculty
List means you have at least
a B average."
-Alec Harter
Sophomore

Left : Cole Robertson
(10), Emils Rigano

''
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FR . BR ENDA

M ILLER :
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" Lis ten to the word of :'

ap acewitha
n, ubiaco A
in reli

enedic
ts are im
and educa ·

------ ------ - --- - - -- - -- - - - - -:

th e Lord. I followed :

- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - - -- - --- - -- _,

God 's path for me and :
became a mon.k." :

- - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - -,

'

- - -- - - -- - -- - - - -- - --- - -- - - - - -,''

· n isn't your runkd rop, stud,,nts at
ly, an event like Yout
th 2000 was a state-,
1 across Arkansas vi
an international rosa
th 2000 gave Cath,lli
and share their faith.
six students from Su

(10), and Gary 'elson
(9) listen to on~ of the
manv testimonials of
the ,~·eekend.

Below: Chris Trachier
(9), Emils Rig.mo
(10), Jonathan Seaver
(9), and Jeremiah
Gieselman (9) hang out
with Br. Mel Stinson at
Youth 2000.

''

.,''

a great time for prayer.

''
-- - --- - -- --------- --- -------,''

William Kluempers
(10), Ia n McKee (10)
an d Joshua Dunham
(11) pray during the
international Rosary.

D EACON RO Y GOETZ :

-- - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -:
"There's nothing

l

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

we do that is more

!'

'
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important than when
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

we gather together :'

-- - - -- - --- -- -- - --- - --- - --- --,
as a community for

l

pra ye r."

:

-- - - -- - -- - - -- -- - -- -- -- - -- - - -:
-- ---- ---- --- ---- - - --- ---- - _,
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Abo ve: Lu cas Ba ue r ( 11 ), Dy lan Vero n (11 ),
Seth Buckma n (11 ), a nd Jo hn Zagu rs ki ( 12) ure
ready fo r the p rocessiona l d uring the feas t of the
Immacu late Conceptio n.
Ri g ht , B.J. Moore (12). Seth Buckm an (11 ),
Michael Franz (11), and Buck Butle r (11) serve
for the Feast of A II Sou Is.

Prarse and rs/orsr
TAZ.
.L.

✓rp

Every few Wednesdays, Mr. Roy Goetz ta.kes the Praise and Worship band
to the choir loft to play for the school mass. Roy and Cheryl Goetz ,md Alex
Sch lutennan provide vocals, Andy Chen has the violin, Seung Chu i Lee
plays the keyboard, and Don Goetz plays lhe bass. Nathan Willems beats
the drums and Ri cky T,rng and Mr. Gary Kinney strum their gui tars.

FOR THELOVE

OFMl/SIC

Subiaco Academy provides numerous
courses that a student can take. The c classe
range from intense math cour es such as AP
Calculus to required sciences sucl1 as biology
and chem istry. While some people may like to
study these subjects, the music classes always
seem to be a favorite among students.
A variety of courses

Subi lon es (above)
consists of thirteen
talented vocalis ts
who auditioned al the
beginning o( the year.
These students meet
almost every day, eith er
before sc.hool, during
Teacher's Assistance, o r
after school to perfect
their singing.

The jazz band (right) wen t
to Fort Smi th for one of
their concerts and many
were impressed.

The band concerts are always
fun both before and after.
Baykal Alliner and Bill Morton
often goof off before and after
their performance (above) .
Michael Hickey and Jun
Park (left) love to sing. They
both provide vocals for the
choir in order lo help the
undercla ss men in lhe class.

involving U1e musical arts
can be taken. All of which
students enjoy for many reasons. The classes are usually
le sstrictbut tillexpecta lot
of work.
The Jazz Ensemble,
the most popular of these
classes, does do a lot of work.
TI1e band plays on many
occasions and several of
these performances involve
travelling.
Mr. Roy Goetz, the
director for the pa ·t five
year , enjoys the cla s just as
much as the band members.
"I reallylikebeingthedir ectorof this
band because it allows me to take the
combined strengths of a bunch of talented mu iciansand make something
enjoyable."
The love of music thatthestudents
of 2007 ha ve shown has created a
pretty impres ive team, "the be t
overall sound in years," aid Mr.
Goetz.

For seniors, time must
be made in the fall and
early winter for an eighth
"class" - college prep.
Recreating a face - with attention to the frown lines and
ame scars. Blending the varying shades of green to capture
the coolness of the forest. Rechecking the spacing between
the paint lines. Taking another spin to reshape the curve of
the lip on the pottery jar. These are some of the challenges
for the artist.
All students in the three levels of art classes must complete projects and assigt=ents. Harrison Kim, a junior
in the AP art class, and the four other
students in this class have to turn in . - - - - - - - ,
24 pieces of art to the Advanced Placement Board.
Hehadalreadycomplet ed 12pieces
when he started this year, but was
thrown for a loop when told that 12 of
the pieces have to have a focal point,
a unifying feature. Harrison chose
Mr. Bill Wright's
images of war as his focus.
classes create
Harrison is just one of many students some outstandin art, but like every other artist, he ing art each year
knows he must work to improve h_is and enter area
tedrnique
competitions.

fHE

ROAU A
In the college world, there is a war go~~::;t~t<>:;l:; .:
the 3,500 colleges in America for high scl:cool students.'The.
upperclassmen of Subiaco Academy are,1m1J1er~ed i.n that
battle.
Senior Chris Gattis, by mid-December, could
sit back, tired from the battle but hopeful that
he had fought va liantly.
Before his junior year began, he visited college
campuses and did researd1 on the internet. He
attended four college fairs at Little Rock Catholic,
beginning as a freshman.
Mn Chandra Ku,h
He took two AP tests as a junior and plans
visits classrooms to
to take tl1ree more as he finishes the senior year

;~'~:~a:,~~rifif::d

of

course work.

He took three ACT tests and three SAT tests
as a junior and senior. He was one point shy of
his desired score, but felt it was time to retire
from that part of the battle.
Last sun=er he completed a 20-page application and
six essays in order to compete in a Quest Bridge program
that could give him a free education at a top-ranked school.
He made the first cut in the competition but did not make
it into the final 100.
Still, the struggle of the summer helped his senior year
load as he used tl1at application and those essays to apply
to 12 colleges, including Rice University, otre Dame and
Williams College. He pushed himself to meet the early
application November deadline.
His story is not unique; for most, preparing for that next
big step to college is a laborious, time-consuming process.
For most, the end result was well worth the effort.

help and advise.

CREATIVE EXPRESSION

Oh, those dreaded teJtJ! Several senio~
throughout the winter .iccessed the
practice tests and materials available in
the library so that they could improve
their standardized test scores by just J ft?i\
points. liming, too, some discovered 1\'•1~
important.

PERSPECTIVE URAWIN&

PERFECTIN& fECHNl&UES

·1 en,oy taking Spanish
because I think lt IS lmpar--tant for my future.·
Jared Gates, 11

LANGUAGE
in action
Lan gu age-learnin g opp or tuni ties
abound both in the classrooms and
in the building of friendships.
Here at Subiaco, there are many opportunities
for students to learn new languages and absorb new
cu ltures. With students from China, Taiwan, South
Korea, and Germany, language learning happens in
many places other than the classroom. Ln Mexico
alone, there are sixty dialects throughout the country,
so some uses of language vary
from speaker to speaker. What is
learned in U,e dorms adds to the
lessons ins ide the classroom.

Sophomore Dustin Bergeron
rooms with Chui Jong "James"
Lim, an international student from

South Korea. Simply by living with
Lim, Bergeron has picked up quite
a few basic words and phrases of
the Korean language. He even
learned how to play a few Korean
games, sucl1 as the forehead flick
game or U1e hand slap game.
First-year junior Paul Pape
Top: Mrs.
lives wiU1 senior day student Paul
Mkhel le Chuang
enjoys teaching an NoebeLs during the school year.
ESL class conPape, a German student, taught
sisting of native
Noebels and A ndrew Reeves
Korea n, German,

the German nationa l anthem. " [

and Spanish
speakers.
Bottom : In her
first year at Subi,
Mrs. Felipa Garcia
teaches three
levels of Spanish.

have learned a few things about
German culture and politics,"
said Noebels.
Fernando Jimenez (12) has
had many experiences with new
cultures. "I helped people learn
Spanish because people are
always asking me abo ut how to
saystuffinSpanish. lalso learned
Korean by asking the Koreans
how to say something."

11le best way to learn a _ __

foreign language is to use
it all the time ·
RICkyTang, 12

LEARNING
to learn
Although many students
look at the Student Services and see
a spawn of Satan, it is actually a po itive

program. StudentServices is run by Mrs.
Shirley Kiefer, Mrs. Michelle 01uang,
and Mrs. Chandra Rush.
Together, U,ese three women
keep in contact with the teacher whose cla -s a student is
struggling, tutor for ACT / SAT
practice, run two after-scl1ool
tud y halls, place students wiU1
low academic merits with teacher for TA, and help with coUege
planning and preparations.
Many students, such a ophomore Dale Moore, come in to help on
special topics. Jw1ior Seung Chui Lee
is a tutor for calculus and economics
in the afternoon
study hall session supervised
by Mrs. Chuang.
" Mv fa, ·orite
part -about being
a tu tori being able
to help others," said
Lee. " I Uke tutoring other
students because 1 feel like 1 am
actively contributing to ociety."
Some clas es are by nature difficult and require more assistance.

Nathan Willems,ascnior, offershelp
for students who are struggling in
chemistry or physics. "Many people Top: Mrs.
cannot under tand the words used in Shirley Kiefer
chemistry, so 1 try to translate it to a run the evening
tudy hall for
simpler form. "
Student Services.
Bottom: Mrs.
Left: Junior Dvlan Veron
Chandra Rush
and senior Quinton Schlusets up ACT/
SAT testing dates
terman use teacher assisfor students.
ta nee to get ome extra
studying in for pre-calculus.

Right: Sak Lee, pre.idcnt of SAYS,
the shtdent-created :,cience club,
wanted to share hisknow!t..>dgeand

love of science with friends.

Left: As an English and joumtilism teach~r. Mrs. Hermina Fox
ha!) ample opportunities to revise
studcntwritingsandarticle:,. Buck
Butler (11) contributed se,·eral
redcw:. to the Periscope.

Below: Members of ~ience club

Jung Bum Hur (10)
joined the science club
and enjoys it thorougly.
He loves cl1atting while
working on the group
projects.

- Joon Park, In Young Oh and Joon
Hee Won - devote themselv~ dur-

Below: The Periscope staff published nine papers. The staff included Nathan Wtllems, Pilul Pape,
Jan.~ Gates, Paul Green, Ricky Tang
and John Zagurski.

/011malis111

reporting
on the
noteworthy
Bum Park (12) has been
on the yearbook staff for
two yea rs. He enjoys decid ing which pictures will
be published.

As a senior, Jin Won
Kim possesses some

leadership s kills. Jin
Won is glad that he can
expand his knowledge
of science by meeting
and discussing with

Paul Pape (11) had
many opportunities to
practice hi new language,
English, in the news

others intere ted in sci-

stories he wrote for the

Periscope.

Henry Sayre (12) is
on the yearbook staff. He
likes creating something
that the re t of the scl,ool
can enjoy not only this
year but for many years.

Dakota Turner (12) was
one of three writers to
submit a script for a

script-writing con test
sponsored by the film
club.

Even though it was his
first time to participate
in any activity involving
photography and writing, Ricky Tang (12) has
enjoyed the acting aspect
of the club.

Paul Green (11) on the
Periscope staff found an
interest and ability to write
sports stories, especially
when the beloved Razorbacks were his topic.

Top: Director Harrison Kim ( 11)
and his actors settle in and film
their short movie .

Dylon Veron (ll), the
main character of the

new movie, said, "Film
making is a frustrating
and time consuming

process, but the end is
rewarding."

Right: Harrison Kim be\i1;>ves that
furn is the onlv w,w in his life not
to compromi~ with the world .
Since movies take an enormous
part of his Jjfe, hi!. dream is to
become a world famous film
director like Steven Spielberg
whose movies fill his heart with

inspiration.

Top: Joumali::.m st.1ffs re\'olve
around deadlines; the)' have to
submH their pages on time. In the
crunch of so many other important classes, having the cxtr.J time
to get a page looking JU~t right is
often difficult. Jared, Dakotil and
Andres look over the :.ubmitted
pages folders.

Left: Talented in working with
computers, Joshuil Stewart (10)
was invaluable ,1s he .1pplicd hi:;
PhotoShop skills to many o( the

cut-outphotosandsilhoucttesu~i
in both the Pax and Periscope.

McKenzie Wright (10)
enjoyed getting outside and
ta king informal hots at the
beginning of the year.

Jared Gates (11), like
many students new to
joumali m, has struggled
to meet deadlines. Life as a
news writer became easier

when he stayed on
scl,edule.

Callig raphy by Br. Ephrem
O'Bryan
Dale Moore (10) was one of several
who developed a skill in handwriting.

Quiz

buzzing in
kno;f;ing
my stun

Devil 's De.n cave exploration
Michael Kasbarian (9) tries to wiggle through one of the crevices at
Devil's Den state park. Flashlights
in hand, he and three other brave
souls ventured 250 feet into the
Devil'sDen,dimbing,jumping and
squeezing when necessary.

Bowl

November 17

breaking
free
and
trying something
NEW

Renaissance Da
Film Club
This student-driven Renaissance
ac ti vity allowed members of the
film club to work on the production of their movie. Buck Butler
and Dylan Veron starred in the
drama produced by Harrison Kim.

White Rock
Top left: Matthew Sharum (11)
advises TylerCarr(10) on game play
ruJes as Carr prepares to proctor a
match. Top Right: Andres Martinde-Nicolas (10) said, "Quiz bowl is
a great after school activity where

Seung Chui Lee (12) and Jae Hong
Lee (11) enjoy the view of the
Ozark Mountains from atop White
Rock Mountain. Seung Chui said,
"This is real Arkansa wilderness
and we loved it."

you get to learn lots of random
things about evcrythjng!"

Cajun Cooking
Always a popular activity, Cajun
cooking with Coach Stovall once
again claimed over 30 participants.
Emils Rigano (10) said, "I never
had Cajun food before, so I decided l would try something new.
It was good!"

Let the Games Begin
1

These eight students met Mondays and Wednesdays during activity period to prepare for Quiz 60 \.
1
matches. They played area schools including Paris, Scranton, Southside, Waldron, and ClarksviJ\C '
preparation for the regional tournamentfor4ASouthwest Region held March lOat Nashvi\Je. Ms.Ah1tl'
Freerksen has coached the team for four years.
Chris Rehm and Dakota Turner,
as senior leaders w ith at least one
year's experience, hope to lead the
team. Chris is the mythological expert of the team while Dakota knew
much about medieval topics.

Jones Center
Junior Soo Min Lee has competed
u1 ice skating in his native Korea. Lee said, "I didn't ice skate
for many years. I hope l can have
anotl1er chance to skate."
White Rock Mountain
Mr. Roy Goetz, Mr. Gary Kinney,
Fr. Hugh Assenmacher and Br.
Jude Schmitt took 15 students on
a hike to White Rock Mountain
where they fixed hamburgers for
the hungry crew.

Top left: Jared Schluterman (12),
another senior with experience in
Quiz Bowl, has knowledge of malh

Winery

and music.

Top right: Matthew Sharnm (I I)
contributes mostly in the categories
of biology, chemistry, and math.

Chris Rehm (12), MalU,ew Sharum (11), Tyler Carr (10), Dakota Turner (12), Will Kluempers (10),
Jared Schluterman (12), Josh Stewart ( 10) and Andres Martin-de-Nicolas (10).

Asian Cooking
This Renaissance activity gave
students a taste of traditional Asian
meals with sponsor Mrs. Michelle
Chuang.

l'OUTS

Line'em up,boys. At Wiederkeh.rs
Wine Cellar,students sipped grape
and muscadine juices. They also
toured Post Wmery and St. Mary's
Catholic church in Altus.

Fall 2006

Cultural
Awareness
at
Subiaco Academy

CASA Me mbers 2007
Row 1: Hyun Kuk Park, Ricky Tang, Jun Bum ParJ.:
Simon Cortez, Alan Albert
Row 2: Stephen Liuzza, Sam Yoon. Ji Young Alm, Rea·
gan Ryu, Michael Hickey,Sung KeeAhn, JeffThon1.1t-,
Yen Nien Chen
Row 3:Sung Jun Park,SeungChul Lee, Sak Lee,Jin\\•ofi
Kim, B.J. Moore, Joeseph Thomas, Emils Rigano
Row 4: Jung Bum Hur, Joon Hee Won, Andrew Yu~
Ho Jun Hwang, Byung Hun Yw1, Andy Chen
Row5: YoungJi.n Choi, JacJoon Lee, In Young Oh,SOo
Min Lee, Young Chan Sohn, Jae Hong Lee, Fernando
Jimenez, Jerry Elizondo, Dylan Veron.
BenetClub20o,

=~::t
Goett,

..,

!~~~h~l>'>t, Gary i\clson, Dylan \'emn, Stephen L1uaa. Chn.~ Tr.teh1er
JoSh~
Jack.on Worden, J~ Thoma~, Id( Thomil'>. Brad Ogknc. 0..11' Moore, Don
John-R~Spiveyurt, Michael C.'15lell, Dannv White. \11ch.icl Fr,1m;. Peter Ha)I?!>, C. J. K1cm.1n,

Jin Wo n Kim (12)
"My favorite
part of CA SA
is mixing with
people who
are from other
countries besides
the U.S. and
the RpubUc of

t'•

I altar served m my previous years. I first served
as a sub for my roommate
and I kept doing it."
Peter Hayes (9)

Korea."

Serving the
Lord

Sa m Yoo n(12)

" I feel proud in
CAS A by being
a representative of Korea to
those a round
me from other
countries."

"SerYing in Mass is a good
way to help in the church,
and it also keeps me paying attention."
Jackson Worden (10)
"I serve at Mass because
Ifeel it is my duty as a
Catholic and a Subi stu-

Andrew Yuk(ll)
"CAS A alwa ys
gave me a fresh
feeling towards

various cultures.
Making and presenting a powerpoint of other
countries w ith
friend s from different countries

"I enjoy serving at Mass
because it allows me to be
more involved with everything that is happening at
Subiaco."
Brad Oglevie (12)

not only taught
the audience, but
also gave me a
taste of other cultures."

Michael Hickey
(12)

"CASA Club
has been a

~:;:,-.;,m!cl,,-.,.,1 great activity for understanding other
cu ltures. "

Acoly tes S
Row l:
~:ers, Lectors
Spivey, Mi~ha:i ~oet7 , _S tephen Liu i'J..;.1, Chris Trachicr, Evan Stallworth,John-Rc>.
rison Kim M'
asbanan, Jona than Seaver Row 2: Bill Morton, Gary Nelson, H,1rJav1n Sha ' JChacl Moore, Jackson Worden Row J: Alex Pan.Jeremiah Gieselman,
Row 4: c.:rh !f5~ua Stewart, Clay 1-!oyt, Ian McKee, Jason Young, Chris Rudolph
~\v.i Jd R ' G iln,ore, Andres t-.lMtin-dc-Nicolas, Buck Buller, Pa ul Gn.>en, Jude Rue1'rachier, Jo ~;;' Joscp_h Pos_t. A ndrew Yu\.., Ho Jun J lwang, Michael Franz, Marcus
Seth Buck;
agursk1, Bc111amin I larrison
Ro w 6: Kyle Wewer.,, Nathan \o\'illems,
llrad Og\cn,an, Don Goet~, A lex Sclutcrman, Alan Alert, Michael Gaskell, Joe Thomas,
Moore
Vle, Femando Jiminez, JeffThomas,Jared Schlutemtan, Kevin Wew('rs, 8.J

Mr

i:

"When 1 am serving, I get
the feeling that Tam closer
to God . It feels good to
se rve at God 's table."
Jonathan Seaver (9)

Why I serve my
school ...
"I liked working on Bron-y-Aur
and other events that brought Subi
and other schools together. "
Bill Heil (10)

National Honor Society
Row 1: Michael Gaskell, Chris Gattis, Harrison Kim, Andrew Yu~
Alex Sch luterman, Quinton Schl uterman
Row 2: Natha n Willems, Chris Rehm, Kyle Wewers, Kevin \\'C\\'l?rAlan Albert
Row 3: Jacob Post, Marcus Trachier, Jordan Pridgin, McKenzie
Wright, Lucas Bauer, Seth Buckman, Buck Butler, Will Kluempcrs
Row-4: Jackson Worden, Andy Chen, Jeff Thomas, Simeon Sia.h0l•1i,
oun, BiU He.i i, Brad Oglevie, Jacob Didion, Benjamin Harrison, Sullf
Kee Ahn
Row 5: Jude Rucscwald,Jared Sch luterman, Michael Hickey, B.J.
Moore, Matthew Sharum, Michael Blanchard

R~w 1: Don Goetz, Lucas Bauer, Harrison Kim, B.J. Moore, Sung Kee Ahn Row 2: Dann~· Adams, Michael Gaskell, Michael
Row :l: Kevin \i\'ewers, Sam
Row 3: Seth Buckman, Buck Butler, Jordan Pridgin, Jacob Post
Hickey, Joseph ll1omas
C ulutz.o, John-Rex Spivey. Jude Ruesew.ild Row 5: Danny White, Chris Trach.ier, Al,m Bratcher, Alan Freeland
Sponsors: Mrs. Cheryl Goetz and Mrs. Dianne Hart

"Blue Arrow gives me a chance
to help out the school a nd meet
some of the future Subiaco students. "
Josh Reeves (11)

" I like to work with Blue Arrow
because it gives me a chance to ........ u_
help influence prospective stu- _
dents to attend Subiaco Academy.
When I see that they decided to
come, it gives me a sense of accomplishment. "

-=

Sam Gulutzo (10)

" Blue Arrow is growing and th.is
year we got our own T-shirts. We
wore them to display Subi pride
and promote it."
Josh Dun ham (11)

"I decidt:."Ci to be class president because I knew that I could maturely
relay my clas~matcs' ideas to the Studenl Council. l\.ly dad and
brother were both their senior cla!:>S presidents."

" I am in Blue Arrow to help serve - ·
others and to be an ambassador to
o thers about Subiaco."
Jared Sch.Juterman (12)

Blue
Arrow

Striving
to
Serve
National Honor
Society

Junior Class President Buck Butler
Blue Arrow
Bill Morton, Alex Schluterman,Andrew Recves,SamGulutzo,
Chris Gattis
Row 2: Baykal Altiner, Joshua Dunham, Michael Gaskell, Ricky Tang,
Jord an Pridgin, Buck Butler
Row 3: Marcus Trachier,
Seth Buckman, Jolm Zagurski
Row 4: Reggie Hovas, Quinton
Schluterman,Jacob Didion, And rew
Yuk, Harrison Kim

"I feel fortunate to be a part of a body of leaders that strive to better the school and students' lives. Ever since my freshman yf?ar, I
have felt that I could help better my peers' time spent in Subiaco."

Sophomore Oass President John-Rex Spivey
"I ha,·e aspirations to someday work in the government and Jcquire
political positions. This is .in opportunity for me to represent the
class of 2009 and to help make it the best class al Subiaco Academy."

Freshman Class President ChrisTrachier
ul wanted to be my class's president because I bclie,ed that
I could lead my class well, and help us to bond as one. "

Executive President Don Goetz
"Student Council is one of the few outlets in which students can
ouh,•ardly e>.press their concerns to other students."

Executive Vice-President B.J. Moore
"If you want a posi tion on Student Council, vice-president is the one lo go for.
You are able to gi\'e a lot of input while not having a huge amount of work."

through it all, we felt . ..

That
Trojan

Willie Johnson (11) is a devoted

player who worked on conditioning for next season in an effort to
improve h.is performance. Will.ie
said, "It was a good season to
build off of for the ne>.t."

Bill Morton (10) is a linebacker
and running back. BilJ said, "Being on the football team allowed

me to understand a team. and
I've come to find the old saying
' You' re onJy as good as your

weakest player' to be true.''

John-Rex Spivey, a new sophomore, saw playing time as a
quarterback. "It was a disappointing year, but I enjoyed

spending time \,·ith my teammates. Thanks to all the seniors
for their leadership."

pride
If adversity makes a man stronger, then the Trojan
football squad earned a badge of honor this year.

Here they come, those mighty
Trojans, ready for a Friday night
of glory.
2. Matthew Miller (#22) and
John-Rex Spivey (#7) chase the

opponent's running back.
3. Hunter Brendel (#6) stands

Behind the defen,c of Bayk,11
Altiner (#n), Danny Adams (#.1)

hand~ the ball oft to \Villiejohm,on
(#20) against Ola.

Defensive
Dustin B rgeron
(#9) and Marcus

Trachier (#11)
lunge at munber three of the
Dardanelle team
for an impresive tackle. In the
end, Subiaco lost
to Dardanelle, 7
to 49; still there
were several
plays that were
impressive nonetheless.

Varsity Football
Ola

Lamar
Dover
Booneville
Dardanelle
Clarksville
Ozark
Clinton
Waldron

Us Them
21
0
27
28
27
0
28
7
7
49
7
40
7
47
35
40
19
28

l'•■IIII l■rl

Sometimes the going gets tough

tried and true

The Trojan. Subiaco's greatly respected ma cot. Subiaco's pride for the
symbol is indescribable. The men here not only have fajtJ1 in God but faith
in each other. As the freslunen arrived to practice for the upcoming football
season, they knew no one. They only knew they were all arriving early to
practice. They were scared of change. This all changed on the field.
This year the freshmen came together to keep Subiaco's favorite tradition, football, alive. Even though the team did not end up winning, they
still came together to play a game they all enjoyed.
The football team didn't just help each other get into shape, they helped
each other maintain passing grades. They were there for each other.
No matter how many games the boys won or lost, the boys won each
other's trust, friendship, and respect. Now that's a "Subiaco Academy"
Trojan. Go Trojans!

Keon Walters from Gaincs,·ille,
TX, picked up 880 yards of rushing for the season. Four of those
carries \Vere for kick-off returns

where he averaged over 30
yards a carry. He scored eleven

touchdowns for the junior high
Trojans.

--

h
I f
d
l"
fo e fre sh men th"1s year ma ea tota o 207 tackles

for Subiaco Dominic Mangione (# 50) loves Sub i
Olball as did his father

Sam
Brooks #71

6
14
14
30
12

26
30
38
28
34
0

~

.
team had 32 passing
The JUntor high
yards and 1014 rushing yards.

s tudents, like Alex
Several international
ran of Korea, had never played football
before they came to Subiaco.

"My best moment u1 basketball
wastwoyearsagowhen we beat
Paris and didn't let them getu1to
the double digits until the third
quarter."
-Quu1ton Schluterman (12)
11

My

When times are tough and the
players are tired, the teammate
can rely on Coach Tim Tendeve
to offer a word of support or a
motivational speech that will help
lift their spirits so that they can
contu1ue to do tl1eir best.

most memorable rnoment

in basketbaU was when A team
and B team practiced against
each other and coach let me play
on A team. I know if I work hard
enough, next year lmight be able
to play during the A games."
-Marvin Davis {10)

term.ination

"My most memorable game was
my thirty-point game agai nst
Dardenelle."
-Simeon Siahmakoun {ll)

that most
coaches
look for in
a player.
Danny say,
"I'm going to mis
tl1e'two
balls and a
partner' drill
from practice most
after I leave

"l liked the late-night practice
after our loss to Little Rock
Catholic."
-Mid1ael Gaskell (12)
"My favorite game was the game
agau1st C linton. Afterwards the
whole tean1 went out to eat at
Western Sizzli.n."

-Bill Heil (10)

2007 VarsihJ Basketball Team

Back Row: Andy Chen (10), Ricky Tang (12), Danny Adams (12), Quinton Schlu terman (12), Reggie Hovas (11), Michael Gaskell (12), Bill Heil
(10), Keon Walters (09), Bo Guist (10)
Front Row: Manager William Stehle (11), Marvin Davis (10),Joshua
Dunham (11), B.j. Moore (12),JeffThomas (]2),Jordan Pridgin {ll),
Simeon Siahmakoun (Jl), WiUiam Kluempers (10), and Manager Joseph
Thomas

Subiaco."

Face Painters
Lucas Bauer (11) and William Kern (Jl) were two among
~•ny face painters at U,e Trojan's last game in the di trict
0
1.1.rnament. TI,e fans' enlhusiasm for lhe game was highly
aPPreaated, but the mess left in U,e bathroom was not.

51

Lamar

Southside
Roland
Charleston
Springdale
Northside
Sylvan Hills (CC)
Rogers (CC)
Mt. Home (CC)

29
51
59
57
40
40
30
43
40

51
28
49
40
60
67

64
49
40
65
4l
52
65

30
32

21
A Strong Team

Clarksvi!Je Student Strikes:

Jeff Thomas (12) joins Reggie Hovas
(11) w1derneath the goa I to prevent
theoppOSingplayers from perfom1-

Josh Dunham (11), a native of

ing whatever
perpetrate,

they

had planned to

Clarksville, Arkansas, unleashes
his fury and charges for a layup.

54
63
30
Prairie Grove (RT) 45
CC - Cyclone Classic

CCC - Coca Cola Classic
OT - District Tournament

RT - Regional Tournament

52
48
36
81
70
36
65
50

64
56
50
61
52
43
62
78
56
29
87
51
55
71
22
15
17
43
59
45
60

Elliot Tob in "J've p layed
basketball for nine years. J
love the sport because of the
endurance."

Left: Coach Matt Tendeve,

first-year coach, gives advice to Nathan Frederick, C.

Nick Powell "The herd-hunter is
the best position on the court."

J. Kiernan, and Nick Powell.
Alex Pan Playing basketbaU
isn't always a pleasant experience. There v-,rere lessons
learned on and off the court.

ChrisTrachier '1t'stheheartthat
matters, not you r height."

Plainview
0Lark

27
27

Boonc\ille

_, 30
0~

Dover
Dardanelle

22
16

Booneville

C.J . Kiernan "Basketba ll is a
growing experi ence. Not just a
game but a way of life. I learned
not to give up after th.is year because it's harder to get back up
than to strive forward! "
Gary Nelson "The most important thing J learned in basketball
is to hustle."

Back Row: Chase Teasley, Adam Heil, Zichuan Pan,
Nick Powell, Evan Stallworth., Gary Nelson, Cathal
Gilmore
Fron t row: NaU1an Frederick, Daniel Wh ite, Stephen
Liuzza, Chris Trachier, C.] . Kiernan, Jonathan Seaver

25

3-l

46

35
-18
22
-11
-17
38

Do,·er

23

Dardanelle

30

Ozark

23

Clinton

Clarks, ille

:!2
28

Waldron

31

3q
52
32

Ozark

22

35

The Fantastic Fore
Pour golf players - Dylan Veron (11), Brit McKenzie
(10), Cooper White (10) and Clay Hoyt (10) - got a late
start this year iJ1 the golf season. Most schools began
practicing before school started for the season which
began only weeks after the start up of the new sd1ool
year.
The late start didn't stop the Subi boys from ta.king
one of their members to state. Dylan Veron, golf team
caption, went to the state tow·nament after shooting an

85 at district.
Dylan began playing golf when he could pick up a
golf dub. His dad is a go lf fanatic so he was very excited
to be able to lead, his son the game.
Even though golf may seem like an individual sport,
most p layers will tell yo u that the team matters. Veron
said, ilEvery shot that anyone takes on the team matters."
This saying was put into action at Waldron where the
Subiaco team placed first with three members iJ1 the top
three spots: Dylan first, Cooper second, and Clay third .

tough stuff
-i§Hf ,iiiiMi·Eiit·iiu,,\fiiiiU·tiiiMiM'€11
Left: Charle Strickland, from Shreveport,LA, was named All-State iJ1 tennis. He has played for the Subiaco team both year attending the sd100I.
He won district and regional tournament in singles and placed third at state
competition.
Charles said, "I play tennis because I Jove the adrenaline of hitting an
ace."

Below left: Lance Crow, a junior day student from

Matthew Sharum is also a junior da)

nearby Paris, AR, played a lot of tennis in the last

student. He and his partner Reagan
Ryu \Vere runners-up in the district

few yea.rs.

Dylan Veron (11),
Clay Hoyt (10),

Cooper Wh ite (10),
Brit McKenzie (10).

Subi
Union Christian 9
Greenwood
6

Kevin Wewers "f like track

becauSE.- of the competition

and friendships that are
made thrnugh it."

SENIOR HlCI-I TRACK TEAM The folJowing members attended
the fi rst meet of the year, the AAAA State Indoor Championships:
Willie Johnson, Dustin Bergeron,Joscph Hickey,John Zagurski, Buck
But ler, Diego Trevino, Ke,rin Wev.ers, Bill Hei l,Jerem iah Gieselman,
John Rex Spivey, Marcus Trachier, Nick l1owell, Benjamin Colbert,
Cary Nelson
JUNlOR HlC H TRACK TEAM Catha! Gilmore, Benjamin Colbert,
Kiernan, Keon Walters, Chase Teasley, Jeremiah Gieselman,
Daniel White, Evan Stallworth

C.J.

Farmington
Greenwood
Pottsv iUe
Booneville
Pottsville
Boo nevil.le

8
4

5
4

2

District Tournament 1st
State Tournament
3rd

Mr. Kyle k.ordsmder,anfllum•
111/S and fprmt..,. ltmiis 11lnycr,
11:;sisted Br. E11hrem O'Bryou
tn t'oacl1i11:-: duties. Smior
Jo.: n,011111:; plnccd fimrlli Ill

distr,d,
■ Two freshmen players, Diego
Trevino and Stephen Luiz1..a,
hope to contribut~ to the team and
play in competition games next year.
Over 20 students practiced tennis
during nctivit} pteriod. Not all (lf
them could compete tn games. ■

•Willi e Johnson Ivan "Pudge" Rodriguez was his baseball hero berause "he had the best arm of anyc.-itchet
Willie had ever seen. His favorite memory was in the six th grade. "We were down by one with a runnd
on third and one out. I bunted and got a triple because they overthrew first and the runner scored. I got
hit in in two at-bab and we- won and went to the championship."
•Danny Adams His favorite times with baseball are the times spent hanging out with the team, drh in~
to <md from games.

•Brit McKenzie admired Pudge Rodriguez. "He was really big and fo~t on his feet, I thought I was 100 ·
•Jordan Pridgin "Batting is the hardest part of the game to ma~ter. For pitching I need to work on"'~
pitches, other than fastballs. like cu rve balls and change ups."
•Fred Jones " I have alwasys played baseball since I cou ld wall-... My whole family plays it. Becau~ I pl.1\
on my high school team, I built my love of the sport. ..

Jude Ruesewald
"I have been pitching since I was old
enough tost;1rt topitch-.114. Jcff0.1gwell
was my fovorite baseball hero because he
played for my· f.worite tt:?am, the Astl'O!).
He was one of the best hittcn. ,1nd he
played first base and I played that when
IW<b6."

am Gulutzo
"l\h: fu"orite ba!,,(>ba11 mem r.
waS when me and my mother
drove to Houston, and I saw m\'
first \1LB ~ame. We watched
the ~lros ~\, cep the Cubs 7-2."
Wh.ll S..1m 10\·esabout baseball is
thilt "anyonec,1n pick upa glu,e
and hm e fon ."

Seth Buckman
"B~ball is something I ha,·eloved topla~
and bea part of since I w,1s really little. No
m,1tterif we lost or won, Istill foll good just
lx-cau5e I was playing the g,.1me."

Cla) Hoyt
Cl.:1y plan:.'t..i in the 13--y~ar-old
\..\orld Xfies with a lra,·eling
team. His strong point, he
i'- fielding .ind dcfen!,C.
One area he hoped to improve
on was his hittin~.

Coach Jason
Pohlmeier

DOUG SCHLUTERMAN

w,,..,

uw.:11~ nt the imporDous
t,mce of hilting. Indoor practice
with ,1 pitd1ing m,ich uw \\'as nc1t

the <...i.mt' as hitting off an actual
pitcher.

MATT MILLER
Mull was parl of a st,,tt'•winning team J5 ,rn t.•ighth gr;ider
Ht.• watcht.""- the pro!"> ,md rc,1d~
about them in Ol'der to improvl!
his own gaml.'

HUNTER BRENDEL
"My fovorit~ bas.:>l:iall memor)
was hitting a homl)nm when I
wa<. 12. My favorite p layer was
Catfu.h Hunter bt..>cau~ he haJ
an c1we;ome name

~OJAN BASEBALL TEAM "07
001
R,0 ~ . row: Fred Jon~. Nick Powell, Ernie Dt.,cl~r, Terry Jon~. Cole
Mitl~~bson, John Rex Spivey, Clay Hoyt, ath.m Fretforick, Rvan Yun
\..Viii·1 " rmv: oach Jason Pohhneier, Jacob Didion, Coach Brad Kent,
&in ;n, Kern, Hunter Brendcl, Javin Sharp,Jn:,h Dunhnm,Jordan Pridko;d o~e~h Kremer, 01arles Strkkland, Stephen Lluzz.1, Co,1c:h Kyll'
t ~nie1cr

lohnson, Malt Miller, Danny Ad,m,~. Jude Rue:;cwald,
u~it ~\v: Wi_l]ic
e, Sam Gulutzo, Seth Buckman, Doug Schluterman

cKC'nz1

With si.l :-tnrft•rs grn,Jimtiug Ills/ ytYlr, w,· will mxti
somt retumi11g pln11i:rs to
<;Lt'p i11to ,ww ml1~. We

11/::;(I liar!{' st.>wrnl 11/n_wr:;
11..1/10

w1.•n• ,wt nt Subincc

Ills/

.1/t'tlf

~,,s,

Coach Brad Kent
·1 am /C)t)kmg (ormird to
ll1i, ymr.

l'\'i.' ,1rr t't!,Y

,m-.st pcr.;tt wns.
bttt lmptf111l_11 Wt.' w11l _-.:w.,,
,1,ul mature tl'ith t•ad,
gamt' aud fim:;lt the .11ear
.l/i11mg 111

~troug.

wlio nrc rrod.11 lt1

co11trihttfl' ·

ltt .,m ,md (olnw rhcil,><;
M·\1p, !wl-m-...hlut.cm\llJl)

Pattcittg

Michael Hickey

Mid,ael Hickey, a four-year senior, has a different athletic hobby
than most people. He is a dancer. Michael takes tap, jazz, and ball~t
classes at Fort Smith's Western Arkansas Ballet dance studio.
In his senior year, Michael has begun to instruct in U1e dance arts.
Michael says, "Jam interested in dance because I want to be a musical
theatre major which require& a lot of dancing and movement." ln ballet,
the hands and the position of head and hip, are more important than
your actual fo<>l positioning. In jaa, it is the ei,.act opposite.

f ae Kwott Po

Jason Young

Ja,..,111 Young (10) has been im·oh-ed 111 TJe Kwon Dt, since he \\'a~ twelve. lfo
ha!-o competed in hundred:, or tournaments around thl' world , including in China
and Korea. In tht> \Vorld Tournament, he placed fourth in sparring and second in
weapons.
!he~c are three parts to a toumamL~nt. sparring,\'\ eapon.:-,, and form. Sparring
is fighting hend-on with another pcrst..,n. rlc wear~ padding on his foet and d1l~l
along ,-nth glove.c., a hl'lmt't .u,d ., mouth guard. In the weapons c,,tegnrv. he uses J
\veapon pf hb thoice; Jai;on's choice is a nun chuck. He must perform a series of moves with tht: weapon:;. In lhl? io.rm sectfon,
he is judged on mov~. One judge watches for control of t('et whill!' ,another lo()k5 at hi, hand ccmtrol and movement. The third
judgL' looks <1t his o,·erall mo,·~ Jnd the coinple).itJ of h.b routine.

Paitttballittg

Ryan Ashcraft

fift~Paintb~~lin? h,1s ba-n my hie since I -.tarted playing the c;,port an

gr.1de, said Ryan A!.hcrnft (10). Ry1m has COITif"t.•ted 111, ari·
·
t..lusp · b
he pl,1VL~ for \\'<h ca.Jlc,d

·\ k amt

·;
1

all tourn.1ments. The fir~t leam

ansas Spt't•d. '•W~ on_ly played m about fnur tournaml·nh,. 1' said
shcraft, "placing th1rd m our first one."

lhalt il? had an opportunity to play for the- Rent!gadc Knighb, a h?i:1m
co~pete~ Jt an e, en higher le,·el. He pl,m:, to .11tt"nd th~ World
up lh1s year

C

8oxittg
c

.

C.J. Kiernan

th .J. _K1em,m (9) st,.ull'd b0>...ing in the fifth grade. ·· 1 t('lt mi'-t>rablt:' .ind had t.•moth.'rt~•
ft.:']~t. 1 h•pt in~idl•," Ki1m1an ~aid. ''M) c11usm hwik me to .i boxing cl,1s~ with him and I

in lovl..' with thl' sp0rt."
h, ~t l3, he buxed 111 the Junior Leagut:' BJttll~ Roy.ii. I\ double rliminati,m tournament,
a~ 'IO~cd -;even peoph.> in four cl,1)'~- "I dl,f('i'llcd tn) tirst four people and then lost

hr1:t'n.~t la~t vcar's dehmd1~g champion i1~ my di, js1~,n. I then bL•at t~c next person .1nd
l' ,1 remah:h against U,e defend mg chJmp1on. J kn...-1<.:kt:'d him out m tlw third
<,un~
1

,?il,

pl 1le 'i,as also competed in a Colden Glm-~ toum.imt'~t, ,, Sdn Antonio tournament dlll..i a ltlC~1-Cul,1 11.,urnament. He doe~
a~ lL~ continut~ boxmg but doe!i not intc.'lld to pursul" rt prokss1on_,1ll_y.
Yo 0 >-ing~ for him. has been a great way tL1 deal with t:'moti~n.il _p,am. "You can ll~t your t.~motioll!; out .ind , 1:-.u.1liLt_) thpo:.e
~ l ' d grudge cigninst on the floor. Boxing i~ a way of tightmg thJt takt?s ~kill. not 1u:,t ,trength "
"Arkansas b, great for camping. There are
places to camp right down the rood, but you
have to drive an hour to go to the mall. ln
Ohio, the mall is right around the comer and

"My longest trip in a kayak was eighteen
miles on the Buffalo River. We started al 9
a.m. and ended at 6 p.m."
Ja red Sc/Jl11termm1 (12)

you have to drive an hour to go camping."

M ichael Gaskell (12)

Buck Butler (11)
"Tumbling is p robably one of the best things I
have learned to do. You have to be really Aexible and it is a good \Vorkout. 1t is also really
fun to do and the girls love those flips."

Cooper White (10)
Cooper cools off during the summer by
wakeboclrding. He has been riding for follf
years. He rides in the local tournaments of1
Ulke Hamilton and Greers Ferry.

~chae/ Fislier (9)

Do ug Schluten11n11 (12)

in lo~nvorile hiking trip was last summer
at 12 Or<1do. We backpacked up to a lake
feet ~levation, and then from there
Mt. Antero, a 14,196 fool peak."

"BuJlriding was a great experience for me
and it ga\'e me an extreme adrenaline rush.
I would do it again in ,1 he.irtbeat."

clin,e

1. Dustin Bergeron (10) was a first-year player.
2. Patrick Hickey ('04), former player, returned
to help with coaching duties.
3. Hickey drills the team on defense.
4. Mike Berry and Mark McMillcn took on the
duties of coad1ing the soccer team. Over 25
players took on the chlJenge of Subiaco soccer.
5. Jae Joon Lee (JO) came to the Academy for
the second semester and fit in nicely in the soccer program.
6. At least fifteen of the players are international s tud ents- from Mexico, Korea and Germany.

Row 1: Jerry Bli zondo, Joseph Hickey, Brendan Darby, Michael Moore,
Diego Trevino, Harrison Kim, Alec Harter
Row 2: Jonatha n Seaver, James Lim, Soo Mjn Lee, Seung Chui Lee, Ji
Young Ahn, Jae Joon Lee, Joo Young Oh, Paul Pape, Gary Nelson
Row 3: Dylan Veron, Jin Lee, Alex Pan, In Young Oh, Paul Green, Jan
McKee, Dustin Bergeron, Ho Jun Hwang.. Young Chan Sohn, Fernando
Jimenez, Michael Blanchard

Danny Porter

EdwardJones

Investment Representative
119 E. Walnut
P.O. Box623
Paris, AR 72855
Phone: 479-963-1321
Fax: 877-898-7422 Toll Free: 888-963-1321
www. edwardjones.com
Serving Individual Investors Since 1871

Retail Meats Smoked Meats
Custom Slaughtering

Fox Processittg
479-938-2236
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8 - 5
Sat. 8 -12

Bob's Auto Repair
117 West E. Street
Subiaco, AR 72865
479-934-4306
Bobby and Jill Sewell

j\J~~~!ff

=•

Weddings • Portraits • All Occasions
Custom Framing and Matting Gallery
Bridal Registry and Fine Gifts

Mike & Ruth Hoffman
308 W. Commercial • Ozark, AR 72949

479-667-5531 • 1-888-227-8209

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2007!

God's blessings for a bright future.
Br. Mel, O.S.B. & Staff

Coury House

Northwest Arkansas ~Spine
and Orthopaed cs, LLC

Dr. Cyril Raben
Board Certified and Fellowship Trained
ortnopaeclic spine surgeon
specializing in a
minimally invasive approach
350 E Millsap
Fayetteville, Arkansa 72703
479-442-4495

Congratu lations

Danny
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad
and your grandparents

Quinton Schluterman
On May 13,1989, God gave us another specia l gift; he gave us you. My heart
filled with love and pride when J looked into your little face. Over the years I
have watched you grow from a little boy into a young man. You are considerate, caring, and always giving of yourslef to help others. You have received
many awards and honor over the years, but none can compare to the awards 1
have received from being a part of your life. My hea rt sti ll swells with love and
pride when I look into you.r smiling face.
Keep God in you.r heart, set you.r goals and you can
do anything!
We are so proud of you.
Love you always,
Moma, Daddy, and Bree
I will always be here for you and Jove you.

Jared,

Congratu lations

You set your mind
to it and you did it.
Keep that in mind
and. you'll have no
Problems.
You have accomPlished many things.
We are proud of all
You do.

Paul

Mom, Dad,
Carl and Jacob
Morn, Brendan, Ahn, Kirn, Will
Mary, Pee, Mary & Roy

Hometown
Computers

Building Material, Appliances
Floor Coverings, Heat & Air,
~oN

Wallpaper & Paint

963-2558
Danielle Tencleve
Owner / Stylist

25 N. Elm

27 N . Express
Paris, AR 72855

Great Wall

Paris, Arkansas
Phone: 479-963-1530

Lensing Bros.,
Inc.

•

Joseph H. Schluterman

514 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

{479) 963-3051
1-800-467-3325

Highway 22
Subiaco, Arkansas

Chinese Restaurant
Paris, Arkansas

Jim Kiefer

A+ Certified Technician

(479) 934-4310
(479) 934-4298
Fax: (479) 934-4263

479-963 -1688

I

•

~

35 West Main - Paris, AR

479-963-2446

24-Hour Wrecker Service

Good Food

Mike
Frederick's
Body Shop, Inc.
Mike Frederick
(479) 963-2242
24 Hr. Phone

2715 West Walnut
Paris, Arkansas 72855

Good People

Good Times

Pizza Barn
Hwy. 22 East
One block east
of the sq uare
(479-963-2413

Open: 6 a. m. - 8 p.01.
Mon.-Thurs6 a.m. - 9 p.1n.
Fri.-Sa t.

963-3334
515 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

Cravens Abstract
&
Title Company
Serving North Logan County Since 1930
Abstracts Title Insurance
Loan Closings

"vrarrenJ
Shoes

Phone 479-963-6164
Fax 479-963-6552

" More tha n just a convenience store."
5th & Walnut
Paris, A R
963-6436

Fort Smith
Texarkana
Fayetteville
North Little Rock
Paris

24 East Main Paris, AR 72865
Phone (479) 963-2567
Fax (479) 963-6444

BRAD
OGLEVIE

In seventh grade you
said, "Mom, I want to
go to Subiaco. I think it
would be good for me."
You attended a Discovery Weekend and
were enrolled the following year. You were right.
Subiaco has been a true
blessing, so always
remember to trust and
believe in yourself!
May God continue to
bring you many blessings all the days of your
life. I am so proud of
you!

Congratulations, MICHAEL

you're heading for the
'iOOP LIFE"
Love, Mo111, Pad, Patrick, Joseph, Sugar and Spice

Poug Schluter1Ha11
There have

been a few bumps in the road, but you
ramped over them all with determination
and no trouble. Your abilities are end le s

and you have proven it. We know you can
do anything and everything you want to do in life wiU1 a little
hard work. There may be some more bumps along the way, but
remember we are aJways here for you. You make us so proud in

everything that you do. Congratulations!
Love Ya Alway ,
Mom & Dad, Curtis & Latica
Neal & Wesley
P.S. Be careful. Don't drive too fast.
Peace out dude, "Big Buddy."
Love from yo ur "Little Buddy."

Joseph Arbogast
"Know that I am with you; I will protect you wherever you go .... " GN 28:15

The Four Season's __j)~
Hair Fashions

Y"~

675 Hwy. 22 E
Subiaco, AR 72865

Congratulations, Joseph.
We are proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Paul & Andrew

•

•·

~4 ~

~t

Phone: (479) 934-4500
Jeanette Frederick
&
Becky Lensing

Farmers
Co-Op
Subiaco, AR
934-4207

Subiaco
Federal
Credit
Union
1-800-293-0585
P.O. Box 84
Subiaco, AR 72865

Phone (479) 934-4201
Fax

(479) 934-46-12

www.subiacofcu .org

~~r~~l'tai~~r~
P.O. Box 74

Subiaco, AR
(479) 934-4288

Congratulations,
Don

Christopher,

EXCELLENCE [N ACTION IN LOGAN COUNTY

--

THE Fl.RST TEAM=Quality Financial Services

FIRST TEAM

TEAM ACCESS 24 /7@1 -866-725-8624
or
www.firstparis.net

We're proud
of you.
Love,
Mom,
Dad
and

You have accomplished a lot, and the
best is yet to come.
Keep your feet on the ground and keep
reaching for the stars.
Always keep the Lord as yom friend
and guide on whatever path you take
in life.
Congratulations! We are proud of you!

Love, Mom, Ray and fami ly
Kevin and family

Congratulations Alex !

Subiaco Academy=Quality Education

Your Anytime Banking Information
Services
The First National Bank at Paris
11 E. Main St., Paris
(479) 963-2121

Caulksville/Ratcliff Branch
(479) 635-4111
Member FDIC

I hope your dreams take you to the corners of
your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the
windows of your opportunities, and to the most
special places your
heart has ever known.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Amy, Tyler
Keith, Kym, Lauren,
Haley, Enuna
Adam and Rachal

Your smi{ing face
Is a precious treasure
Yl cherisfiu{ source
Ofjoy a,u{ p{easure

M ichael,
We' ve wa tch ed you "grow gracefully
into manhood." We are so proud of you !
We love you ! Congra tul ati ons,
Love Mom & Dad

:May these pictures
'R_~mina you of years gone 6y
rro kg.ep fiigh hopes

Roller
Funeral Home

GO TROJANS!

THOMAS M. SPIVEY
D.D.S., P.A.

1700 East Walnu t
Paris, Arkansas 72855
"To Serve As We Wou ld Be Served"
479-963-6188

James Whjte
Tim Bellamy
Janelle Baker
Manager Funera l Di.rector Office Ma nager

GENERAL
DENTISTRY
Telephone
479-963-3501

P.O. Box 387
Paris, AR 72855

'Tnat wi{[ reach tfie sky
~ru{ wfierever you go
In. whatever you start
~[ways 'tTrust in the Lord
'With a{{ of your heart .,

Panasonic

When diving into the adventure called parenthood, we never
imagined being blessed with the wonderful young man you
have become.
You are a son, a brother, an Eagle Scout, an aviator, an actor, a fisherman,
a herpetologist, an artist, a master builder, a warrior and a historian.
You are both multi-faceted and adventurous enough to have seen life a
one discovery after another. You have combined Christian values with a
duvalrous code of honor, and have had both the good sense and fortitude to be your own person.
You gra ndfather would say: "You need to leave the world a better place
than you found it. Because if you don't, it will be hard to justify your
existence."
Well son, the world stands before you. Keep your eyes on the prize and
you will make a difference. We believe in you and love you!

Dakota Turner

Dad, Mom, Lisa and Kenley

Ken Golden, Jr.
511 W. Main
Russellville, AR 72801

479-968-7280
Fax 479-968-7328

www.turnkeybusinesssystems.com

Dear Kevin and Kyle,
lt' hard to believe your journey at Subiaco

is over. We are very proud of the young men
you both have become and look forward to the
future.
We know the journey has not been easy but
you never gave up on or off the field . When
you decided to become a Trojan, we knew we
wou ld have to make some sacrifices in order
for this dream to come true, but we don't regret
the decision at all.
We hope you realize how important God is in
your life. Always put Him first. Take time to
pray to Him everyday. For with Hirn, nothing
is impossible.
Remember how important your family is. You
two have a bond that very few people share.
Always be there fo r each other like we have
been for you.
WE LOVE YOU!!!!!

Dad and Mom

Con g r atul ati o n s
Nathan Willems
and
Subiaco Academy Class of 2007
We are proud of you and all that you have accomplished
and look forward to your promising future.

With love from your parents, Mike '75 & Cathy, your brothers Jack '05 & Joe,
.Your uncles Dennis '67 & John '72, and your grandparents +Frank '37 & Regina
Willems and +John & Doris Palmer.

JOSEPH THOMAS
Dear Joseph,
Congratulations to you and the class of 2007.
We love you and are very proud of you.
Love,
Pop, Mom and Kevin

Congratulations Alan
Yesterday was never ending
Today at last yo u smile
for ye , you have arri ved
you've wa lked that longest mi le.
And now with a ll that is behind
you sta nd to ga in yo ur prize
on this your grad uation day
Our hearts shall burst with pride.
As you stand upon the podjum
and lift your head up high
we' LI all give thanks to God above
whHe hold ing back the tears we cry.

"1 l,ope your dreams take you.
to the conwrs of your smiles✓
to tl,e i,igh,>st of your l,opes,
to ti,e wiudows of your op11or/w1ities,
and to ti,e 1110s/ special places
your 1,eart 1,ns ever k11ow11."

God bless yo u, as you step ahead
To find all tha t He has planned,
May Hjs strength and w isdom lead you always
As you take hold of His Hand .
Congratulations on yo ur Graduation
Go fo rth w ith our loving prayers
Love Dad, Mom, Am anda and the rest of yo ur loving family

Simple
Simon's

Pizza
Square
Paris, AR
4 79-963-1385

-

• Indoor Pool & Spa
• Hi-Speed Wireless Internet
• Free Hot Breakfast Bar
• Business Center

• King Suites w/ Jacuzzis

w ww.hampton-inn.com

• Meeting Room
• Guest Laundry

Logan County
Bank

4 79-7 54-4444
1-800-HAMPTON
1-40 • Exit 55 • Clarksville
18 miles from Subiaco

The Outpost

C & M Cleaners
Dry Cleaning & Laundry

P.O. Box 79
Subiaco, Arkansas 72865
479-934-4646

(")
(

/7_

J.R. & Carrie Summers

S~an'6 91eaultf

PIHLMEIER'S

Eric Street

479-963-TIRE
" ~ www.tirepros.com

Carpet
Vinyl

Furniture
Appliances

Safun

_ Tire Center & Q ui ck Lube_

Member FDIC

479-963-3301

ncn
SU6an :Jen.dwe
5218 E. State Jlw.y,.197
SCJICUllon, a:R 72863
479-938-7500

Colette Wewers
30 E. Main St.
Paris, AR 72855

Hardwicke's
Furniture & Appliance

•

405 E. Walnut

~I

Paris, AR 72855
Store Phone:

Bob Hardwicke

(479) 963-2232

BEST BRANDS
FAVORITE JEANS
BKE• LUCKY• GUESS• SILVER• BIG STAR• ROXY
FOSSIL• HURLEY• ECKO •OBEY• BILLABONG

•Quick Lube
,CV Shafts

. Alignments
-Shocks
•Brakes
112

1404 E.

Walnut St.

(Hwy.22 E.)

Paris, Arkansas
72855

Euc

ea

Central Mall - Fort Smith

600 Main Street
Scranton, AR
Phone: (479) 934-2511
Fax: (479) 938-7084
Subiaco Branch:
(479) 934-7084

My dearest great
handsome Yen-Nien:
We all love you and are
proud of you.
Always keep in mind that
"Practice makes perfect and
do your best."
Love,
Dad,Mom
and Jerry (Yen-Chung)

Darla L. Davenport
Principal Broker/Owner

Eagle Realty
803 E. Walnut St.
Paris, Arkansas 72855
479-963-3885
See Our Listings at:
www.century2l.corn
or
www.ezmls.corn

Adams, Danny
1870 Lonhill Drive
Collierville, TN 38017

Goetz, Don
147 No. Subiaco Ave.
Subiaco, AR 72856

901-850-5558

479-08-0152

Ahn, Sung Kee
103·301, Baejae Hyundai

Harrison, Benjamin
10728 Sunny Circle

Pine Bluff, AR 71603
Godeok·dong, Gangdong-gu 70-536-1 26
Seoul, KOREA
Hickey, Michael
822-l-l 1-4948
Apt.312

Albert, Al,1n
8523 Bloom Mist Court
I lou~ton, TX non

281-561-6373
Arbogast, Joseph
6092 Macinncss
Memphis, TN 38119

901-662-3749

479-782-6192

-!79-963-6-162

479.6-18-3909

Schluterman, Alex
3852 Old Militarv Road
Paris, AR 72855-

Wewers, Kevin
4280 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton, AR 72863

~auer, Lucas
Sc 10 East State Hwy. 197
ranton, AR 72863

6160 W. State Hwy. 22
Paris, AR 72855

~tiner, Baykal
f. 16 Royal Scots Way
0
rt Smith, AR 72908

Green, Paul
7957 Ozark Ridge Drive
Rogers, AR 72756
479-381-6601

Lee, Jae-Hong

Hwang, Ho Jun

KOREA
01 I-81-12-485-6293

479.93s..m9

1520 o. Jefferson Ave.
El Dorado, AR 71730

tendel, Hunter
R Mazatlan Drive

870-862-9723

479-471-8952

479-93-l-l-l5

-!79-93-l-1624

oCkpor1, TX 78382-3725
361-572-3377

706 Suvada Lane
Paris, AR 72855
201-666-1118

Jimenez, Fernando
Aldamam
Jimenez, Chihuahua C.P.

Park, Hyun Kuk
Mirae Apt. 601·1002
Bundanggu
Sungnam, Kyungki (Ko)

Sc.hluterman, Quinton
20-1 Shady Lane
Scranton, AR 72863

Willems, 1 athan
14 Robinwood Drive

~ckman, Seth

I.rice, Bmce

Wo0druff616
~CC:rory, AR 72101
70-731-5892

134 White Oak Lane
Little Rock, AR 72227
501-228-5652

~\Hier, Buck
L201 87th Street
Ubboek, TX 79-124

Johnson, Willie
4340 Williamsburg Ro.id

Kim,Jinwon

Boramae Samsung Chereville 805

Shindaebang 2 dong,

-163-819
82-31-709-1595
Park, Sung Jun
l·lHl BongCheon3
Dong, Kwanak-Gu

479-934-4577

479-934-13(,9

#7-501 Chcongsol Apt.
Samchcon·dong
Seo-gu, Daejeon City

519015
011-86-756-322-61 I

Park, Jun Bum

302-7-13, KOREA
82-42-462-2-!32

Dongjakgu

330-153-0653

Seoul 156-728, KOREA
0ll-82-2-836-2641

Reeves, Andrew
6728 War Eagle Place
Colorado Springs, CO

Gattis, Christopher
4708 Rausch Ro.id
Ratcliff, AR 72951

Maness, Sean
2719 Ea~t Walnut Street
Paris, AR 72855

80919

-!79-635-2233

479-963-1108

948 Cra\•c.ns Lane.
72851

Rehm, 01ristopher

Lee, Sak
Hyundai Apt. 2-1-302,
Ogcum-dong

Siahmakoun, Simeon
1403 ,. W. "K'" ueet
Bc.ntom ille, AR n712

-!79-273-26-!5

Pape, Paul
Botnangerstrasse 50
Sruttgart 70193

Stehle, William
3621 Union Road
Subiaco, AR nB65

GERMANY
01 I-49-711-63988-l

479-93-1-1618

Posl, Joseph

Stephens, Nehemiah
-120 Murra\ Street

5 Ashle, Drive
MorriJt~n. AR 72110

Forres! City, AR 72335
870-633-22-!3

501-35-l-l
Strickland, Charles

Songpa-gu
Seoul 138-740
SOUTH KOREA
01 I-82-2-406-1728

Pridgin, Jordan
124-l Rodeo Arena Road
Scranton, AR 72863

9-l I 5 Red Oak Lane
Shre,·eport, LA 71106
318--869-225

479-938-732g
Sc.hluterman, Jared
200 Cane Creek Road
Paris, AR 72855

Tang, Liqi "Ricky"
1403, Block 2, Qunyuange
Huajing Garden
Jida Zhuhai
Zhuhai, Guandong, China

Seoul, KOREA 151-053
011-82-2-878-2273

For! Smith, AR 72901
-!79-6-!~1539

72863

-!79-938-0079

IIIQ..11-5 Caram Apt.
Samcheon-dong, Sco-gu
Daejeon, 302•74-!

Wewers, Kyle
4280 E. State Hwy. \9i
Scranton, AR 72863

33987
MEXICO
0U-52-629-542-1119

Scranton, AR

Ho,·as, Reggie

-!79-934-162-l

Searcy, AR 72143
501-266-1574

Miller, M.Jtthe\-,
-lJl-1 S. 25th Stn.>cl

Kremer, Jru.eph

9388 E. State Hwy. 197

10849 Scobpring
Dallas, TX 75218
214-3-10-0907

479-963-26 I9

Cortez, Simon

Gaskell, Michael
325 23rd Avenue, N. W.
Canton, OH 44709

Turner, Dakota

SchJutem1an, Doug
2566 E. tale l-lwy.197
Subiaco, AR 72865

Seoul. KOREA
01 I-82-2-836-26-!1

6315 Quail Meadow
Houston, TX 77035
713-728-0703

Nocbels, Paul
21 So. Roseville
Paris, AR 72855

Sayre, Henry
1-156 No. -llst Street
Fort Smith, AR 72904

479-96:,-2979

886-6-238-2965

No. 2-10,Alley-!6, Lane 127
Nan·Yuan Street
Tainan 704, TA IWAN

B.J.

Oglevie, Brad
1305 Lovers Lane
Van Buren, AR 72956

Kim,Andrea
Boramae Samsung Chere-ville 805
Shindaebang 2 dong,
Dongjakgu

Chen, Yen Nicn

Moore,

7417 Malabar Lane
Dallas, TX 75230
214-369-9389

Thomas.Jeff
2306 Snowdon Ori ve
Arlington, TX 76018

817-987-2306

Yoon, Sue.nghwan "Sam"
511-120-l, Mokdong Apt.
Mok s.-dong, Yangchun-gLl
Seoul 158--755

KOREA
011-02-2647-m-i
Zagurski, John

410 Glass MW Road
Chickamauga, GA

806-79-l-0122
~ro\v, Lance
p13 E. Main Street

aris, AR 72855

479 9
• 63- - 5 I 63- 558
~~dion, Jacob
f. 2J · 65th Streel
Ort SmiU1, AR 72903

479 -452-2105

~un h nm, Joshua
39 Private Rood 3-186
C:la rksville AR n830

Thomas, Joseph
2001 Blisswood
Pocahontas, AR 72-155

479·754-7412

870-2-!S-0126

~ l 6 S. W. 35th Stn.>el

~;anz, Michael

00
5-re, OK 73160
40

794-7903

Dallas, TX 75220
21+358-5717
Kang, Seo Jin
Cheongsol Apl. 9-204

Lee, Seung Chui
Namcheon Samik Beach

Ap!. 201-801
Namcheon 2·Dong,

Sureong-Cu
Busan 613•751
SOUTH KOREA

-!79-750-2217

Lce,SooMin
12· L Eunm,1 Apt.
Daechi 2-dong K,mgnam•

80<JI9

Reeves, J~hua
6nB \.Var Eagle Place
Colorado Spring~, CO

Samcheon-dong, St..-'0-gu
Daejeon 302·222

SOUTH KOREA
0ll-82-12-187-6688
Kem,Wtllfam

992 River Port Road
Scranlon, AR 72863
-!79-938-2330
Kim, Tac Young
105--605 Kukhwa Dongseong A
Samcheon•dong, Soo-gu
Daejeon 302-782

KOREA
011-82-12-362-5658

Raben, Erik
5311 Brvant Place
pringd.,le, AR 72i64

gu
Seoul, KOREA
2-02-565-325-l

Rudolph, Kyle
1536 Amber Drive
Fa,·ette, ille, AR 72703
479-582-3-!56

Thompson, Andy
2010 Mt. Badon Lane
Cordo,·a, T'\J . lb

901-62+2%9
Trachier, Marclb
5036 Golkide Drive
Frisco, TX T,035

972-712-0!>72

Veron, Dylan
9 ParDri.ve

Lake Charles, LA 70605
337-478-593-l
'\'uk, Sim!>eok Andre\,'

Um, Chui Jong "Jame:,"
#104-1801, Geonyoung
Apt. Ahreum M;ieul
lmne-dong, Bundnng·gu,
Sungnam·si
Kyungki-<io-163-731
KOREA
'-31-703-259-l

Sharum, Matthew
8605 limberlyn Wa)
Fort Smith, AR 72903

479-152-1713

133-1105 Hambit Apt.
Ucn Dong. Yusu.ng Ku

T,,cjeon 305-733, KOREA
Oil 2-12-861-9131
30707
7()6.-375-7217

directoryJUNIORS

directorySOPHOMORES
Ahn, Ji Young

Foy, Robert

103--301, Baejae Hyundaj
Apt. 312

4100 Canada Road
Lakeland, TN 38002

Cocfook-dong, Gangdong-gu

901-848-5400

Seoul, KOREA
822--141-49-!8
Ashcraft, Ryan
1030 Cambridge Circle
Benton, AR 72019

501-315-0050
Bergeron,

DustiJ,

Cuist, 0o
P.O. llox 6211
Springdale, AR

72766-6211

Gulutzo,Sam
16 Mtn. Village Est.
Bigelow, AR 72016

501-330-2005

14126 O7.ark Drive
Garfield, AR 72732

479-656-9906
Blanchard, Michael
Municipal Airport

Pecos, TX 79m-763-!

Spivey, John~Rex
90 Rh ercliff Road
Rogers, AR n756
479-925-1425

SOUTH KOREA
011-82-11-9610 107

Oh, ln Young

Stewart, Joshua

Kluempers, Will
HCJ, Box 1459M

Da-205, Wonil Apt. 552-1
Sootaek-dong
Guri-si, Gyeonggi-do

~:,~;~!'=~,CA 95(,05
916-373-0233

471-030
SOUTH KOREA
011-82-31-567-4021

Tenn, Joshua

Wappapello, MO 63966
573-222-7290

Harter, Alec

815 Quail Chase Lcme
Collierville, TN 38017
901-861-3968

Seoul 138-240
SOUTH KOREA
011-82-2-413-2083

Heil, Bill
908 Ann Street

Boal, Brad

479-963-8206

Paris, AR 72855

Carr. Tyler

907 Merritt Street
Sean:y, AR 72143
501-279-9387

Lee, Jae Joon
Clover Apt. 2-802, Shincheon-dong, Songpa-gu

432-4-l.7-2488

5 Nicole Court
North Little Rock, AR 72118
501-612-9056

Kang, Joon-Ho
Gajeong-Dong 161 YuseongGu
Daejeon 305-700

Morti1,-de-Nicolas, Andres
8104 Bell Mountain Drive
Austin, TX 78730
512-343-1944

Morton, BiJl

Stratford, CT 06615
Oh. Zoo Young
Byok San Apt.516--1605
Shi-Heung 2 Dong,
Gumcheon Ku

Seoul, SOUTH KOREA
Rigano, Emils
9795 Hwy. 50
Howard, CO 81233

719-9-12-3383

Hoyt.Clay

McKee, lan

24 Ravenshoe Ro,id
Rogers, AR 72756

5612 Glenview Lane
The Colony, TX 75056

Robertson, Cole
624 Sherwood Road
Shreveport, LA 71106

479-725-77%

972-625-1304

316-219-9352

Hur,Jung Bum
10+-804 Yojin Apt., Musildong
Wonju-Oty, Kangwon-do

McKt?nzie, Brit
One Timber Trails Rood
Rogers, AR 72756

Rudolph. Chris
1536 E. Amber Drive
Fayetteville, AR n703

479-636-5523

479-582-3456

Moore, Dale
3619 Vickie Drive
Jonesboro, AR 72401

Ruesewald, Jr., Jude
Jim Browder Ro.id
New Waverly, TX 77358

870-802-2028

936-344-8239

952 Edward Avenue

Louis\'il!e, KY
502-500-5056

➔0204

Chen, Andy
2F, 72, San-Min Road
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

886-2-25283614

220-150
SOUTH KOREA
011-82-33-742-6678
Jones, Frede.rick
1100 No. Lakewood Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21213
-l-43-874--2829

82-(031)-714-3-!73

Jones, Terry
246 So. Moseley Road
95829

203-378-786-!
White, Cooper
460 Bayshore Drive
Hot Springs, AR 71901
501-262-3347

Fordyce,AR 71742

870-352-2991

Moore, Michael
7417 MaJabat Lane
Dallas, TX 75230
214-369-9389

Morton, Scott

Ryu, Reagan
904-1 !02, Mok-dong Apt.
Sinjeong -dong, Yangcheon-gu

Seou l, 158-769
SOUTH KOREA

C ,

Elizondo Olivares, Jerry

Mason

''• W. Maple Streel

4 Yettevme, AR 72701

79-521-9325

Garza Garcia, N>L. 66200

1-1 0 -Box m10
en,Phis, TN 381 7-0710
Brooks
327 ·, San,
p 4 12.Zion
4;Yeheville, AR
9-927-9977

72764

SQ<ksonviUe, AR 72076
1-371-,265

350

KOREA
Ol l-82·31-472-1635

Covin
a5o1 ~ton, Steven

e.rt, Benjamin

Ile C:R2-is

Linda Vista Courl

3257 E. Charing Cross

9~;, lett, TX 75088
-4 12-1952

Fayetteville, AR 72703
479-521-6877

Da,b B
4-22.
}', rendan

Wright, McKenzie

30unungton,

Ii Tenth A, enue

105 Henson Drive
Paris,AR 72855

~arr, Joshoa

Young, Jason

~ : 1lox673
97 ,., Tx 77454
9-234-5196

Yun, Byung Hun
Daewon Cantavillt! 2os...W2
Mok-dong, YangchL>0n-gt-l
Seoul 158-760

SOUTH KOREA
011-82-26-!4-8632

1667 County Road 2510
Lamar, AR 72846
-!79-754-3357
Frederick, Nathan
8 Killanc Street
ClarksviUe, AR 72830

p_ 0. Box 301
lillar,AR 71670
870-392-2529

Gic-selman, Jeremiah
11 Winchester Lane
Bella Vista, AR 72714
479-1176-1-!25
Gilmore, Catha!

P. 0. Box 988
Rockporl, ME
207-594-8479

04856

Hays, Peter
820 Glenwood Street

~3iker, EmicDaJ~.9 Spring Grove Ave.

P. 0. Box 98

97, as, TX 752-IO
-6 35-3115

601-799-0299

Higson, Tommy
9440 Preservation Drive
Rogers, AR 72756

Tiffin, Ryan
Pan,Ale>109 Universit) Vi!Jage Drive g12 Nottingham Court
Benton, AR 72019
Richardson, TX 75081

479-925-1233

216-575-2069

501-776-0721

Hile,Adam
4302 Quelinda Drive
Rogers, AR 72758

Powell, ick
4 Cyrus Rex Road
Rogers, AR 72756

Tobin, Elliott
4317 Rhode ls!und Ave_

479-633-9

479-925-3533

Edmond, OK 73013
-!05-3-11-3609

Kasbaria.n, Michael

Rhodes, Johnathan
302 Whispering Hills

Trachier, Christopher
5036 Golf-side Drive

HotSprings,AR 719<11
501-321-0880

Frisco, Th 75035
972-712--0f,72

Ruesewnld. Ethan

Trevino Guerra, Diego
Daniel z,mbrano 2771
Col. Chepevern
Monterrey, .L. 64030

503 West Shore Drive
Richardson, TX 75080
972--680-1901
Kidd, Chance
3500 Forge Drive
Benton, AR i2015

Freeland, AJlen

WV 25701

4-522-736(,

-!79-963-375-!

2040 Wigwam Circle
Conway, AR 72032
501-327-4595

Fisher, Michael

-!79-518-2003

47~'Yville, AR 72616
-253-7710

R

Epping, Kenneth
5402 Kingston Drive
Richardson, TX 75082

972-644-2311

Burt, Joshua
36
~
W. Main Street

C:olb

Rio Blanco #203, Valle Ote
Esq. Rio Amacuzal

MEXlCO
011-52-81-83-353 1

Brath
J) c er,Alle.n

Won, Joan Hee
l05-2403 Hyu11dai Apl.
275-1 Seoksu-2dong,
Man.in-gu
Anyang city, Kyungki-do

Worden, Jackson

Choi, Young-Jin
101-502 Adenalex,
Gcumgok-dong
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si
Gyeonggi-do, 463-805 KOREA

Davis, Marvin
10246 Clover Ranch Drive

32511,ompson Street

Bran h

2.o·i

501-315--0740

J'_Q, Box487
Bullard, TX 75757
903-530-5769

Kiernan, C.J.
2826 Redrock Trail
San Antonio, TX 78259

Seaver, Jonathon
l 03 Rjdgeland Drive
Maume.llc, AR 72113

2!0-!97-1010

501-851-2712

Walters, Keon
1003 No. Clements
Gainesville, TX 76240

Lee,Jin
Taeyoung Apt. 107-1604
660 Daeheung-Dong
Mapo-gu, Seoul 121-764

Sohn, Young Chan

9-!0-372-154-l

SOUTH KOREA
011-82-2-716-0681
Liuzza, Stephen
346 Mapleleaf Circle
Hot Springs, AR 71901

MEXICO
011-52- 1-83-336439

Jugong Apt. 2-cha 216-202
Mansu 4-dong, Namdong•Ku White, Danii.)I
11,cheon, SOUTH KOREA
14 Misty Court
OJI- 2-32-169-8555
Ll!Ue Rod., AR

72227

501-312-2593
Stallworth, Ev.in
24 Sallisaw Grde

North Little Rock.AR
501-835-3931

72116

Picayune, MS 39466
Mangione, Dominic
2464 o. Jimmie Avenue
Fayetteville, AR 72703

-!79-587-8927

directoryFRESHMEN

Seniors

007

Adams, Daniel 4, 7, 20, 97, 100, 74, 69, 75, 79, 78, 118
Ahn, Sung Kee -l, 20, 68, 66, 69
Albert, Alan 4, 6, 20, 44, 54, 74, 68, 66, 75, 114, 118
Arbogast, Joseph 4, 7, 20, 47, 54, 77, 75, 102
Chen, Yen ien -l, 7, 21, 66, 114
Cortez, Simon 4, 21, 114, 113, 118
Gaskell, Michael 2, 4, 6, 7, 21 , 32, 43, 47, 68, 69, 75, 78,
10-l, 114, 118
Gattis, Christopher 4, 6, 7, 21, 33, 40, 46, 49, 59, 68, 102,
114
Glass, Holden 4, 6, 7, 22, 46, 47, 75
Goetz, Don 4, 6, 22, 42, 53, 54, 69, 100, 118
Harrison, Benjamjn 4, 6, 7, 22, 54, 55, 68, 100, 114
Hickey, Michael 4, 6, 7, 22, 54, 55, 66, 68, 69, 100, 120
Jimenez, Fernando 4, 23, 66, 118
Kim, Andrea 4, 23, 114
Kim, Jin won 4, 23, 62, 66, 144
Maness, Sean 4, 6, 23, 42, 54, 111
Moore, B.J. 4, 6, 24, 33, 44, 53, 66, 68, 69, 78, 114
Noebels, Paul 4, 6, 7, 24, 55, 97
0glevie, Brad 4, 24, 68, 72, 100, 114
Park, Hyun Kuk -l, 24, 32, 42, 66, 114
Park, jun Bum 4, 25, 62, 66, 114
Park, Sung Jun 4, 11 , 25, 54, 55, 62
Reeves, Andrew 4, 25, 54, 11-l
Rehm, Christopher 4, 25, 64, 108
Sayre, Henry 5, 7, 26, 63, 114
Schluterman, Alex 5, 6, 26, 41, 47, 55, 68, 104
Schluterman, Doug 5, 26, 47
Schluterman, Jared 5, 7, 26, 33, 41, 46, 64, 68, 97
Scl,luterman, Quinton 5, 27, 59, 68, 78, 96
Tang, Liqi " Ricky" 5, 6, 27, 54, 62, 55, 58, 62, 63, 66, 68,
73
Thomas, Jeff 5, 6, 7, 11 , 27, 33, 44, 66, 68, 78, 114, 118
Thomas, Joseph 5, 6, 8, 11, 27, 33, 44, 49, 53, 55, 66, 69,
7,118
Turner, Dakota 5, 28, 32, 46, 62, 62, 63, 64, 65, 107
Wewers, Kevin 5, 28, 40, 46, 68, 69, 74, 75, 109, 114
Wewers, Kyle 5, 28, 41, 68, 74, 75,109, 114
Willems, Nathan 5, 6, 7, 28, 33, 38, 63, 68, 74, 77, 109
Yoon, Sam 5, 6, 29, 32
Zagurski, John 5, 6, 29, 52, 63, 68, 75, 144

Juniors

008

Albright, Alex 8, 9, 37, 42
Altiner, Baykal 8, 10, 11, 32, 55, 68
Bauer, Lucas 8, 10, 46, 47, 52, 68, 69, 75,114
Brendel, Hunter 8, 75,118
Buckman, Seth 8, 11, 32, 33, 52, 68, 89
Butler, Wi!Ham "Buck" 8, 53, 62, 63, 64, 68
Crow, Lance 8, 10, 11, 32, 41
Diction, Jacob 8, 11, 68, 115
Dw1ham, Josh 8, 10, 53, 68, 78
Franz, Michael 8, JO, 11, 75, 115
Gates, Jared 8, 11, 9, 40, 58, 63
Green, Paul 8, 10, 42, 63
Hovas, Reggie 8, JO, 11 , 32, 68, 78, 79
Hwang, Ho Jun 8, 10, 11, 41, 66
lrico, Bruce 8, 11
Jolrnson, William 8, 10, 11 , 9, 39, 54, 75, 115, 120
Kang, Seo Jin 8, 10, 36
Kem, William 8, 10
Kim, Tae Young 8, 11, 32, 33, 62, 68, 69, 118
Kremer, Joseph 8, 41, 42, 46, 115
Lee, Jae Hong 9, 11, 65, 66
Lee, Sak 9, 11, 32, 36, 38, 55, 62, 66
Lee, Seung Chui 9, 10, 11, 54, 64, 65, 66
Lee, Soo-Min 9, 15, 65, 55
Lim, James 9, 10, 11, 42
Miller, Matthew 9, 10, 11, 118
Pape, Paul 9, 11, 32, 36, 38, 63
Post, Joseph 9, 68, 69, 115
Pridgin,Jordan 9, 10, 11, 68, 69, 78, 115
Raben, Erik 9, 10, 47
Reeves, Josh 9, 11, 33, 46, 68
Rudolph, Kyle 9, 10, 11, 43, 90
Sharum, Mathew 9, 40, 64, 64, 68
Sialunakoun, Simeon 9, 11, 68, 78
Stephens, Nehemiah 115
Stehle, William 9, 78, 115, 118
Strickland, O1arles 9, 68
Thompson, Andy 9, 11
Trachier, Marcus 9, 10, 11, 44, 46, 68, 75, 115
Veron Dylan 9, 11, 52, 59, 62, 63, 68, 66, 84, 115
Yuk, Andrew 9, 11, 42, 55, 58, 66, 68, 118

009

~ 0 phomores
Bhn, Ji Young 12, 14, 66
Bergeron, Dustin 12, 15, 48
1anchard,
Michael 12, 14, 65
8
Oal, Brad 12, 14, 38, 116
Tyler 12, 14, 38, 6-l, 65
en, Andy 55, 75
Dho,, Young Jin 12, 14, 66
Darr: Joseph 12, 75
Dav,s, Marvin 12, 14, 15, 37, 78
p avis, Paul 12, 14
oy, Robert 12, 37, 47
gia_ss, Phjllip 12, 14, 41, -l2, -1-l, 75
Uist, Bo 12, 15, 37, 78
~ltlutzo, Sam 12, 13, 46
1/rter, Alec 12, 14, 49
e,1, Bill 12, 62, 68, 78
~oyt, Clay 12, 1-l, 42, 84
] Ur, ] ung Bum 12, 62, 66
°ne, Frederick 12, 13, 15, 39, 53
1Knes,
Terry 12, 75, 116
1<:fng, loon Ho 12
L Uempers, William 12, 1-l, 15, 3 , 42, 53, 6-l, 68, 78
~e, Jae Joon 13, 15, 56, 66
Martin-de-Nicolas , Andres 13, 63, 65
Mcl<:ee, Ian 13, 15, 42, 48, 53, 75, 116
!vi cl<:enzie, Brit l-l, 75, 84
Iv[0 ore, Dale 13, 14, 47, 6-l, 65, 116
Iv[00 re, Michael 13, 15, 38, -l0, 64, 65
!vi Orton, D. Scott 13, 1-l, 68, 75, 116
0 hrton, Bill 13, 15, 59, 55, 68, 69, 75
~- , In Young 13, 37, 47, 66
~'gano, Enuls 13, 1-l, 15, 40, -l2, 48, 53, 66, 75, 116
~0 bertson, Cole 13, 1-l, 32, -l2, 45, 46, 53, 75, 116
~ Udolph, Chris 13, 14, 33, 90, 116
RUesewald, Jude 13, 14, 15, -l0, 6 , 69, 73, 86, 116
S~U, Reagan 13, H, 48, 5-l, 58, 66, 68
S arp, Javin 13, 15, 42, 47, 75, 116
l'Vey, John-Rex 13, 14, 47, 53, 69, 73, 75, 116
tewart, Josh 13, 14, 48, 59, 63, 64
1;nn,
Josh 13, 36, 43, 116
'vV h1te, Cooper 13, 15, 42, 45, 54, 84, 116
0
'vV n, loon Hee 13, 14, 36, 47, 59, 66
'vV0 _rden, Jackson 13, 15, 53, 68
\-: tight, McKenzie 13, 14, 53, 68
y°Ung, Jason 13, 42, 48, 54, 73, 75, 116
Un, Byung Hun 13

C:
C:ti"'
C:

Freshmen

010

Bratcher, Allen 16, I , 19, 69
Brooks, Sam 16, 18, 75, 76
Burt, Joshua 16, 18, 37, 116, 120
Colbert, Benjamin 16, 76
Darby, Brendan 16, 47
Darr, Joshua 16, 18, 19, 36, 37, .J2, 76
Davis, Austin 16, 17, 18
Decker, Ernie 16, 18, 76, 116
Elizondo, Jerry 16, 19, 66
Epping, Kenneth 16, 17, 18, 19, 32, 37, 58, 75,118
Fisher, Michael 16, 19, 33, 37, -l7
Frederick, athan 16, 75
Freeland, Allen 16, 18, 19, 69, 75
Gieselman, Jeremiah 16, 18, 19, 36, 37, 53, 118
Gilmore, Catha I 16, 32, -l-l, 6
Hay , Peter 16, 37, 43, 65
Hickey,Joseph 16, 19,36
Higson, Tommy 16, 18, 37, -l8, 76, 116, 118
Hile, Adam 16, 19, 37, 86, 116
Kasbarian, Michael 16, 17, 19, 36, 65, 76
Kidd, Cl1ance 16, 18, 37, 48, 116
Kiernan, C.J. 16, 75, 76, 83, 116
Lee,Jin 16, 18, 19,37
Liuzza, Stephen 16, 18, 19, 32, 36, 37, 66, 75, 76
Mangione, Dominic 16, 17, 19
elson, Gary 17, 1 , 19, 53, 66, 72, 75, 76
Pan, Zichuan 17, 19, 46, 86, 116
Powell, Nick 17, 18, 19, 75, 76, 118
Rhodes, Jonathan 17, 48
Ruesewald , Ethan 17, 19, 33, 37, -l8, 76
Seaver, Jonathan 17, 53
Sohn, Yow1g Chan 15, 17, 66
Stallworth, Evan 17, 54, 72, 76
Tiffin, Ryan 17,18, 19, 36, 37, 76,116, 120
Tra hier, Chris 17, 18, 36, 47, -!9, 69, 6, 116
Trevino, Diego 16, 17, 76
Walters, Keon 17, 18, 19, .J7, 75
White, Daniel 16, 17, 19, 37, 69, 76

The PAX staff thanks
the following for
thei1· contributions

to the yearbook: Br.
Jude Schmitt, Br.
Francis Kirschner,
Br. Ephrem O'Bryan,
Fr. Richard Walz, Mr.
Bill Wright, Ryan
Tiffin, and Kyle
Rudolph.

'l'""1lp"'5",1f"<.oJir11«
Henry Sayre
Michael Hickey
Eric Raben
Bum Park
Seung Ch ul Lee
McKenzie Wright
Chris Rehm
Josh Stewart
Tyler Carr

. Slol,,.lfs.,_yed.
'Ti-el1ti,
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◄

►

Wnhtherap1dmettmgof
polar ice caps, a season of
alarming tropical storms
and record-breaking heat
waves, global warming
becomes a present-day
global emergency

►

Thanks to the efforts
of groups like Rock the
Vote, young American
voters turn out in
record numbers for
the 2006 elections.

◄

On October 17, the U.S
population passes the 300
ml1honmarkaccord1ngto
the Census Bureau·s ofhc1a1
Population Clock.

In an effort to curb illegal
immigration, the Senate
passes legislation authorizing
the construction of 700 miles
of double-layered fencing on
the U.S.-Mex,co border

►

• In his 2007 State of the Union address,
President George W, Bush reiterates hts
commitment to the war in Iraq and proposes
sending additional troops overseas.

◄

►

... The Internet search giant Google pays
$1.65 billion for the wildly popular You Tube

- · -{fi~h
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a.n.n-iver1a.l)I}
◄

►

On the fifth anniversary
of 9/11. civic leaders
and mourners gather to
commemorate the occasion
with solemn ceremonies
andmomentsofs1lence
Bntishauthoritiesfoila
terrorist plot to blow up
planes headed to the U.S.
fromtheU.K.,resulting
ina!rlinerestrictionson
liquids, aerosols and gels.

Nancy Pelosi Is
named the speaker
oftheHouseforthe
110th Congress.
becoming the
highest-ranking
female In the
history of the
federal government.

Bobby Shriver and U2's
Bono launch the stylish
(PRODUCT) RED inruallve
to raise money for The
Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria
mAfrica

Spinach tainted with E. coti
bacteria kills one consumer
and sickens almost 100
more in 19states. leading
to calls for improved food
safety practices.

►

PRODUCT RED

Pre,;lile1,1I

Gerald R. Ford. 38th president
of the United States, dies at
age 93. Ford was appointed
vice president by Richard
Nixon 1n 1973 and succeeded
to the presidency after
Nixon's resignation

THE

IRAQ
sru ov GRoup
REPORT

◄

The Iraq Study Group, a
bipartisan panel appointed
by Congress, releases a
sharply cntical report that
calls for a new approach
mlraq

►

◄

Controversial conservative
Felipe Calder6n begins
hiss1x-yeartermas
president of Mexico after
winning by a narrow margin
ofonly0.56 percent

Wireless campuses, and
entire cities. are popping
up across the country
VIiianova University in

Philadelphia, Pa , tops
PC Magazine's list of the
Top 20 Wired Colleges

◄

~Nk
►

.... MySpace.com galvanizes celebrities and
organizes more than 20 Rock !or Darfur
concerts to raise funds for what the U.N. calls
"thewor!d'sgreatesthumanitariancrisis."

Ll,lof l>"-••k

Oprah Winfrey opens
her S40 million Leadershi
Academy for Girls in
the deprived small
town of Henley-on-Klip,
south of Johannesburg,
South Africa.

►

5,.,1\ok,j-Oo\

The FDA licenses the
lIrst vaccine developed to
prevent cervical cancer and
other diseases in girls and
women caused by HPV. the
human papilloma virus

.... A handheld, portable e!ectronlc zit zapper
called Zeno gets FDA approval. In a clinical
tnal. 90 percent of treated blemishes disappear
or fade in24 hours.

The World Wide Web
reaches a milestone
when an Internet researcll
survey reports that there
are more than 100 milhon
websites ontine

Clhe.,Cofe

z1~%<le'.J
sentenced to death and
executed by the Iraq
Special Tribunal for the
1982 murder of 148 Shiite
inhabitants of Dujail.
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Former KGB agent
Alexander Utvinenko.
an outspoken critic of
Russian President
Vladimir Putin, dies in
London after being
poisoned by radioactive
polonium-210.

Zuo~<Avl~
◄

A team of French doctors
surgically removes a benign
tumor on a patient m a specially
adapted aircraft that mimics zero
gravity conditions.
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►

◄

Hezbollah, the
Lebanon•based Islamic
milit1a,attacks Israeli
military positions and
border villages.beginning
aconllictthatctaims
more than 1.400 lives,
mostly civilians. U.N.
peacekeepers are called in
to broker a cease·lire
In October 2006, North
Korean leader Kim Jong ll
orders the country's
first nuclear weapon test.
Ouringthe Six-Party
Talks in February 2007,
North Korea agrees toa
nuclear disarmament.
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►

Pointy toes and high heels
are out. The feminine, lllrty
baUennaflatgoeswith
everything from short
skirts to long leggings
and super-skinny jeans.

rny plaid mini ski
ool.Meanwhlle.
· topsdown
Write yourself a letter about your life today that you
can read in 10 years to see what has changed.
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type2 "adultonsel"
diabetes and associated
heatth problems

·cY

G,,een l0'"-~

• The Go Green Initiative reaches out to school
campuses in all 50 states, as well as in Europe
and Africa, to foster student commitment to
environmental responsibility.

Sony releases its seventh
generation PlayStat1on,
known as "PS3." The basic
console has a 20 GB hard
drive:thepremiumverslon
comes with 60 GB.
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◄

◄
►

Oisneych

mthesu
Its brand
of health·
goods. pr
snacksa

P!IOlollhmmlonDy.ltl!Jl,h;r.sll,~lrTliQ!s

Nintendo releases
Wii. its newest video
game console, which
leaturesa wireless

remote that can detect
motion and rotatiOn
◄

Madden NFL 07 and a barrage
of end-of-the-year action
games capture the attention
of gamers, caprtalizmg on
amajorernphas1s on
onl!ne gammo.

ulml e
Home

game. Monopoly, gets a 21st
r. The ~Here & Now~ edition
tokens, current market prices
ies.

►

A fam,ty ot squabblmg
misfits dnves a wheezmo
VW van to a beauty

viGiO

pageant meltdown 1n
the hit mOVl8 comedy,
I.JttJe Miss Sunshine.
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► There's a new Bond
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lillle

j

in town and the critics ~
swoon along with the
fans. Blonde, brooding"'
Daniel Craig debuts
as James Bond in

I

Gasino Royale.

►

Many mOV1e lovers opt for DVD
convenience, instead of lines at the
local theaters. for hits like Mission

Impossible Ill, Superman Returns,
and The Devil Wea~ Prada.

n,G i.,e~/G{hit}

IJf,\ovl~ o~ bVb ! \_)'f

Best Motion Picture. Drama; Babel

Best Actress. Orama: Helen Mlrren. The Queen

Best Actor, Drama: Forest Whitaker.
The l.3st King of Scot/Jnd
Best Motion Picture. Musical or Comedy. Dreamg1rls
Best Director. Motion PICture: Martm Scorsese,
The Departed
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◄ SllalJnWhrte""'""hls"""'1d
ullS<ICC8SSlul attempl at Ille 1080

In the victory lane
of Homestead-Miami
Speedway, NASCAA dnver
Junm,e Johnson celebrates
h,s 2006 Nextel Cup title
anda$6.2milliooJl,¥.lieck.

at the 2006 Summer X Games
He~theon~Skaleboanle<IO
attempt ttie move In compe!mOn

◄

►

The National laQue Cllampion
SI LOUIS Cardillals Wiil 1111
2006 Wortd Senes by-.,,0
ll10 Amencan iaQUOCNIIIPIOl1
Oel!OIITlll'f' n
games.

When Andre Aoasst retires
from professional tennis

at aoe 37. he receives a
heartfelt. eight-minute
standing ovation from the
C!O'M!alll102006U.S.Oi,er,

... Roger Federer retains his No.1 ranking
for the third year ln a row. Tennis star
Maria Sharapova Is the world's highest-paid
female athlete. Both take home a U.S. Open
Championship trophy In 2006.
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◄

Nearly 1.100 competrtors
compete in the WSSA

Wond Spon SlaCkmg
Championships 1n Denver.

forty-two - world
reco,dsaresetatflle
2006Mnl
►

The Mmm, Heat defeat the
DallasMaYenci<sinsuc
games to win the 2006
NBA finalS. Dwyane Wade.
!he Miami Heat guard.
IS named I/NP
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►

►

Oueto the popularity of
user.generated websites
Hke MySpace and YouTube,
TfMfmagazine·s annual
person of the year Is ~vou."

►

Jessica Simpson's divorce from
Nick Lachey ls finalized. Romantic
rumorslinkhertoskateboarder
Sam Margera, NFL quarterback
Tony Romo, singer John Mayer
and comedian Dane Cook.

C 2007Jostens,1nc. 06-o537 (1972)

Katie Courie is the anchor
of the CBS Evening News.
becoming the nation's first
female solo anchor of a
major television network's
weekday evening newscast

